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SPEAKING 
. 
S pring/Summer of2001 allows the reader to reflect on the past, find what he can use, and deal with the present. 
• Stephen Hand, who is the editor of SPADA, has been reconstructing 
historical fencing styles from surviving fencing manuals written between 1300 
and 1650 since the early 90s. He is one of the founders of the Stoccata School of 
Defence, a historical foncing school in Sydney, Australia and is currently a can-
didate of Master at Arms with the International Master of Arms Federation. His 
work has been .seen at numerous conferences throughout the United States and 
he has graciously shared a condensed version of his article on the use of the large 
shield which he presented at a conference in the San Francisco Bay Area in May 
of 200 l. The reader and choreographer will find some exciting new moves that 
are historically based to enliven the use of the shield in staged combat. 
Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr. gives us two very insightful and scholarly artides. 
One takes a look at how words can be used as weapons and how exercises in 
developing and understanding that skill helps the actor/combatant. The other 
is a review of several books on Japanese sword tc:cbnique that may be useful for 
the dircctOJ/choteographer an<l actor/combatant in adapting Japanese sword-
play to the stage. Ken Mondschein again shares a review from the Association 
of Historical Fencing Website, thi:; time on -Sydney Anglo's 7'/;e 1)1artiaf Ans of 
Renaiss,mce Europe, whid1 many consider to be the most important work on the 
history of fencing since Arthur Wi~e. 
Honorary member .Anthony DeLongis again takes the reader on a rnptivating 
behind the scenes look ;lt what really goes on in putting together a television 
series involving swordpLty. A.s usual, the unusual i~ constantlr occurring, dealt 
with and miraculously dw1ged. It takes team work and people who know how 
Lo solve problems quicklr and efficiently and still maintain artistic integrity. 
Robert Goochtj.n alw gives the reader the first part of a behind the scenes look 
at making a swashbudding film in the States, which is extremely unusual these 
days. Here again, teamwork is what really paid off in making this venture a success. 
A course on \Vomen and Dramatic Liter:iture last semester resulted in some 
exciting new discoveries about some women in tht> theatre. Sarah Bernhardt's 
fencing scene from her 1899 production of Hamletwas documented on film in 
1900 and reveals how less can he so much more. The fight henveen Hamler and 
Laertes is only a few moves, but what is communicated through gesture says 
more that a series of fencing phrases or lines of dialogue. Would it work today? 
Some claim they were the first to do so, hut it was really the Divine Sarah who 
was their predecessor. 
2. 
Feinting the pen briskly, 
··~Linda Carlyle McCollum 
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Pleas.e call for races or other information, 
Ft'iend 
One need not be a swge fighter, teacher or 
cho,eographer to join and be active in the 
SAFD. Auy individual who has an interest in 
the st<1ge combitivc ans who wiinw to keep 
abrc:asr of the 11eld and recdvt· rrll the bene-
fits ofmerr,bership may join as a J:lriend. 
A~tor/Comhatant 
Any iwllvidual who has passed ,rn SAFD 
Sk1lls 1'roAdcncy 'Ie~t and is cmre11t in 
UMnncd, Rapier & Dagger (or Single 
Sword) and another disc,;iplLne. Th.e 
SA.FD considers Act<,i1/C0mbata.uts tQ h" 
pro{:k1cnt in p.:rfor111ing sr:ige cornbnt 
· safely and effectively; '-
Adva11ced Actor/Combatant 
AJ.1y individuai who is current i11 si~ of dgl1t 
SAFD disciplines, has had tlll'ee years n-an• 
spite since their first SPT test and has been 
a dues paying inembe1 in !iood standiug for 
two years, The SAFD acknowledges 
Advanced Actor/Combatant~ a~ highly 
skilled performers of cllc staged fight. 
Ce.rtifl~d Teacher 
Any individual who .has snccessfol!y com-
pletc;d the SAFD Teacher Training Work, 
shop. fhttse individuals a)'e .end9rse<l by 
th<: Socie.ty to ~each si.tge corubat ,tnd mtiy 
teach the SAPD Skills Proficlency'lest, 
Fight Oire~to.r 
Auy individual who has held the status vf 
Ccl'tified Teacher of the S'J\.l:lD foi· a mini-
mum of rhree years and has demonstrated 
thwngl, work .in the proi:essiona.l n1:ena a 
hi1.,h kvd uf expenise as a teacher ancl chu-
reographer of sta;;cd combat. These indi-
viduals are endorsed by the Society to 
direct and/o,r choreograph incidents of 
physiqi,l violence, 
College of Fight Masters 
Individuals who ate senior m:embers of the 
SA,FD who havr. thwugh service to dw 
organ 17.ation nnd 1 he ,1rt form been granted 
thls honorary title. These individuals serve 
in an advisoiy capacity as. the College of 
Fiivit Masters, a$ master teachers at the 
National Stage Combat \vorkslwps and ,is 
adjudicators of the SklUs Proficiency tests. 
The Society of American Fight Directors is a not for profit organizaLion dcJicated to 
promoting safety and fostering excellence in the an of directing st,tged combat/theatri-
cal violence. The SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of service to the 
field through initiating and maintaining guidelines for standards and quality, providing 
education and training, promoting scholarly research and encouraging communication 
and collaboration throughout the emenainment industry. 
'l'he SAFD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Fight Master, Fight 
Director, Certified Teacher, Actor/Combatant and Friend. SAFD members have staged 
or acted in countless numbers of fight scenes for live theatre, film and television. 
Through its training programs across the Un.ired .States, the .SAFD has schooled thou-
sands of individuals in the necessarv skills to perform or choreograph safe and effective 
stage combat. 
·--r.-,...,..,,_ll"__.~I Ji~ 
Visit the blazing SAFD Website 
Member 
Representatives 
Regional 
Representatives 
Certified 'leachers 
fight Directoi:s 
Fight Masters 
Membership 
Information 
Regional 
Workshops 
Upcoming Events 
Directory 
} : Links 
:a..:- "'',d' 
www .sa .org . 
--11raw::rn··1rliilllllllliliilfliliffllrn:ti1~ 
1-800-659-6579 
Call the SAFD Hot Line 
For stage combat assistance, workshop information, 
and general questions. 
Call 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern Standard Time 
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PHOTO 
CALL 
~he Fight A!faster is L:urrcntly seeking active photos of stage combat for 
1 f upcoming issues. Bfock & white and color prints (no smaller than 5"x7") 
~ and slides will be accepted. All photos should include performers' names 
and roles if fewer than five are pictured, photograrher, play, playwright, fight 
director, theatre company and year of performance. Photos should also include 
return address. Without this information, pictures cannot be used. 8"x10" 
prints or color slides with strong vertical orientations are also desired for covers; 
these should be shot as close up as possible (full bodies need not be visible). 
Photos from digital cameras do not reproduce well enough to print. 
The deadline for graphic material in the Fall/\Vintcr issue is August 15, for the 
Spring/Summer 2001 issue it is February 15. Future submissions are accepted 
at any time. Send all prints sandwiched between two pieces of cardboard in an 
envelope clearly bbeled, "Photos-Do Not Bend" to 
Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer 
2917 Isabella Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27603 
If there are any questions, please feel free to call (919) 835-3557 or email 
JARJones@nc.rr.com. 
Again, exciting photos are encouraged from all levels of the SAFD membership. 
··~Jeff A.R. Jones 
CONTRIBUTORS 
Antthony DeLongis is an actor, fight ~irector, sword-
mastcr, ptufessiuna1 weapons trainer, horse1nan and 
writer. Some of De Longis' film and televisinn credits 
indu<le Ru1tdhu1ise, 1\1asters of the Universe, Sinbad, 
Highlander, the Series, Wild Bil/ Far ,1.nd ,I way Circle of 
Iron, and Jaguar Lives. He was sword master/stunt coor-
dinator for The Queen of Swords. llis company. 
Palpable Hit Productions, has prcduced two inmuc-
tio1ial videos, Rapier for the Stage & Screen, the De 
Longis Method and n,.oadsword for the Stage & Screen. 
He also has four 6L1!lwhip instrnctional videos teaching 
whip artistry and safety. for farther information visit 
www.delongis.com. 
Robert R. Goodwin, who teaches at Loyola 
Marymount University, has choreographed for off-
Btoadway, regional theatres, Utah Shakespearean 
h:stival, USC, UC! A, Syracuse ..;nivcrsity, Wehster 
College. He has over thirty years experience and has 
been stunt coordinator for eight films including Fast 
Sofa, performed in Quest fa,· Camelot and was the 
sword folcy consultant for Rob Roy. 
Stephen Hand, a medieYal and renaissance re-enactor 
since 1979, has also studied modem fencing and 
kendo and since the early 90s has been reconstructing 
historical fencing styles from surviving fewing manu-
als. In 1998 Hand and colleagues founded the 
Stoccata School of Defence, Hand is currcmly a can-
didate for Master at Arms with the International 
Master at Arms Pcderatio11. 
Linda Carlyle McCollum a member of the SAFD, the 
United Stares Fencing Coaches ,\ssociadon and rhe 
lntemational Academy of Arms, serves as editor of Th, 
Fight Master and on-·site coordinator for the NSC\X~ 
McCollmn is a faculty member in Theatre at the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
F. Braun McAsh is an award-winning Canadia11 fight 
director, actor and in.structor with over twcnty~fi:ve 
years of experience. I-le has choreographed extensively 
for stage, inducting the Stratford Shakespeare Festival, 
Shaw Festival and Canadian Opera Company, film 
and television. He is best known as the Sword Master 
for Highlander. He rccenLly released the first of his 
series of instrnctional videos, The Practice of Arms. He 
is currently writing a book on historical and theatrical 
fight techniques and his first novel. Website: 
WWV,',fbraunmc-ash.com 
Ken Moodschein holds an Ms\ in history from Boston 
University and ha.1 been a student at the lvlartine1 
Academy of Arms (www.martinez-destreza.com) for 
four yea,s, ! le h.,s written for Fi~htingArts.com, 
Renaissance llfag,tzine, and Hammcrterz Fomm and is 
the editor of J-:stajilade, the newsletter of the Associatiot1 
for Historical Fencing (www.ahfi.org). 
Kevin J. Wetmot·e J1·., Ph.D., has been an actor/com-
batant since 1994. He teaches theatre history, Asian 
theatre, acting an<l stage co1nbat at Denison University, 
He can be reached at wetmore@denison,edu, 
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GOVERNING BODY 
President 
Chuck Coy! 
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Geoffrey Kent 
fight.DirertorR.epresentative 
Scot M~nn 
FightJ.1aste1• Represe11fr1;tive 
Drew Frachcr 
ADVISORY BOARD 
Chairman 
Jeffrey Ko<:ip, Ph. 1), 
Soard Member$ 
Drew Bracher 
Robert L. Hobbs 
Li~ M.K. Jones 
l(i111ZitnJncr 
HON0RAIW MEMBERS 
RohC.clbin 
.l:'atti.c.k Cre,m 
Anthony Dc.,Lo.ngis 
Rkhard Gradl<o:wski 
Dale Kirby 
Workshop Coordinators 
and Advertisers 
As Qf die Fall/Winter 2001 issue, 11,e Fight 
Mastenvill advertise 11on.:SAFD workshops and 
services, including a11y movement/iicting/the-
atre-relatcd workshqps, training instituti01is, 
graduate/undergraduE1te programs, theatre 
companies, . performElnces, books & scripts, 
pt1blishers, swordcutlers, armon;rs, martial arts 
suppliers, period clot\iing and footwear, or 
other theatre/combat related training, goqds or 
services. Workshops that have offidally been 
sanctioned as SAFD workshops as detailed in -
the Policies & Procedures are entitled to a free 
l/4 page ad in The Fight Master; larger .tds may 
be purchased at a discount rat!). Non-SAFD 
workshops may be purchased, at £qll price. Ads 
can be designed by the. graphic designer for a 
slight fee. For more information, please .contact 
Jeff A.R. Jones 
2917 Isabella Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27603 
(919) 835-3557 JARJones@nc,rr.i;on:i 
FROM THE 
. PRESIDENT 
r. he year 2002 : marks the 25th 
anniversary of 
the founding of the 
Society of American 
Fight Directors. This 
silver anniversary finds 
the world and the 
SAFD m11ch changed 
since the Society's 
inception in 1977. The membership has grown from a mere 
handful to a roster of hundreds, with members living not just 
in the U.S. but all over the globe. Stage combat training is now 
considered a vital part of actor training and is now offered at 
virtually every major acting program in the United States. The 
visibility of the Fight Director has improved significantly. In 
addition, the inclusion of a !light Director as a part of the 
de,ign team has become much more the norm than ever before. 
It is no exaggeration to say that the SAFD has been the driving 
force hehind these changes. 
All those members of previous administrations arc to be 
thanked, for withom their selfless exertions, the SAFD wonld 
never have reached its current place of prominence in the art of 
Stage Combat. 
The Society must now move with increased concentration 
to formalize its relationship with the performance unions. 
Alliance with the unions is the next logical step on the mad to 
making stage combat performance, training and direction a vital 
part of education and the industry. These negotiations will 
involve much give and take and will require the members to re-
examine the nature of the organization. The groundwork has 
been laid and now is the time to act. 
The push will require a membership that is active and 
involved. All of the Mcmbctship Representatives will be asked 
to contact their constituencies to solicit aid for this effort. A for-
mal relationship with the performance unions will benefit all 
levels of membership, and it is hoped that this request for help 
will he met positively. 
Finally, the past few months have been humbling for this 
newly elected president. To be named a member of the College 
of Fight Masters and then to be elected to the office of President 
is quite an expression of faith in this President's abilities not 
only by the membership at large, but also by the teKhers and 
mentors in the College of Fight Masters. This President will do 
his mmost to be worthy of the trust placed in him. 
"I1ight the good fight!" 
~ 
Chuck Coy! 
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photo higlilights from Jamie Oieatbam\ thesis proi~ct, Violent Delights, leatu1ing MFA condidutes: Robin Armstrong, Jer1y Tan, Tiza Garland, Ji;n Quesenbury & Jamie Cheatham 
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c1,(filid!t:d <ttd1h Tl1eat1cVir.r;inia,i1 cor1'ilituc11/; me1nber of 
the League of Resideni Theaires 
Virginia Comrnonweo Ith University 
School of the Arts 
Depmtment of Theatre 
922 Park Avenue • PO Box 842524 
Richmond, Virginia 23284-2524 
vcu 
Vi1L;iniaCmrmonv,"<._.1lthUi.1,,.3rsity 
an equal o/Jportunity1affirmative 
,iction institution 
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I 
llow to ll~e n 
by Stephen Hand 
Editor's Note: This cirdcle is based on program notesfor a class on fight-
ing with the large shield. The clas.t was given by Stephen Hand at the 
Schola St. George Swmdrmanship Spnpusium held un lvfay 11th-13th 
2001 in Li1Jermorc, Cr!ifomia. A prrper by Hand and PaulW:'agrm; c01J-
ering thf same subjert in f:tr greater detail 1/)ill appMr in the inaugural issue 
of SPADA, the fournctl of Swordplay Symposium Internati.onal (SSI). The 
journal contains scholar61 papers on the reconstruction of historical 
watponplay a1,d is due for n:kasc in 2002. 
ne of the most popular weapon combinations of the 
Middle Ages was the sword and large shield. 
Unfortunately, it seemed that maonals <lid not exist 
describing combaL wich sword and shidd because the decline in use 
of this weapon combination corresponded with the rise of the 
fencing manual. However, many German fechtbuchs of the fifteenth 
century (most notablyTalhoffer's Fechtbuch of 1467) illustrate and 
describe a rneLboJ of formal judicial Juel using an extremely large 
shield with spikes on either end. Because of the· fact thaL a weird-
looking sl1ield is heing used, people have overlooked the fact that 
these manuals offer just about the only Medieval description of how 
to fight with sword and large shield. Pictorial evidence from the 
twdfth through fourteenth centmies suggests LhaL single combat on 
foot with .swmd and large shield was conducted in much d1.e same 
way ,is described by Talhoffer ancl others. 
Stage combatants and re-enactors typically use hirge shields 
very actively, moving thetn to block every attack, or very passive-
ly, holding them statically in front of the body. It seem8 that the 
correct manner of using a shield is quite <lifferem to both styles 
(though as discussed later, passive shield rne is appropriate to a 
shield w::ill). The basic principle of how to use a large shield is 
that the combatant must use it to cover a defensive line (just as 
one would use a sword) and that when one is attacked in an open 
line he must move his body and shield wgccher to close that line. 
THE TWO WARDS 
1wo wards are shown with large shields in "falhoffcr. The first 
ward, the Outside Ward, is with the shield upright and facing to 
the left. The second ward, the Inside Ward, is with the shield 
upright and facing to the right. These two wards are shown in 
figure one. The purpose of these two wards is to cover one line 
of attack. The shield should be held in such a way that it crosses 
the opponent's shield, as in the engagemem of two blades togeth-
er (Figure I). The sword may be held in a number of wards, but 
the main ones appea1· to have been the German wards Ochs (ox) 
with the blade horimntal above the head or angled slightly down-
wards, point forward and Pflug (plow) with the sword held low, by 
the right side with the blade horiwntal or sloping .,lightly u.p, 
point forward. Early Medieval illustrations show w:trds more 
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suited to cutting to have been commonly used. Medieval illus-
trations also show the most common shiekl ward to have been 
with the shield held flat in front of the body, the Medium Ward. 
This is a passive defense better suited to mass combat (which is 
almost invariably where it is shown). The 
problem with it in single combat is that 
any attack from this ward exposes the arm 
to a countercut. 
TECHNIQUES 
The techniques are described 
by referencing Talhoffor's 
plates. Those who are inter-
ested should obtain a copy 
of lvledievai Combat, 
Mark Rector's excellent 
translation ofTalhoffer's 
1467 Fechtbuch. 
Attacks may he 
made by dosing a 
line, hence blod<ing 
off the possibili-
ty of being ff, · 
attacked down ~} Figure 2: Plate 13 7 
one side. 
1. Both swordsmen adopt t.he Outside Ward with left legs for-
ward. The aLtacker may have bis sword in Ochs or in Pflug. The 
attacker steps forward and left with his left foot, pivoting his shield 
180 degrees, dosing the inside line and thrusts with an lmbroccata. 
to the chest. If he can beat aside the defender',, 
shield that is to his advantage. He can also cut 
to the head. The Talhoffer Pbte 131 (Figure 2) 
has this move completed with an 
lmbroccata and Plate 135 (Fig11re 3) is 
the Roverso Squalambrato. 
2. As the attacker tries 
Technique 1, the defender 
pulls back his sword and 
shield, steps back and right 
with t.he right foot placing 
his shield in front of the 
attack and counterthrust-
ing to the belly. This is 
particularly easy from 
l'jlug; (See Figure 4: 
Talhoffer Plate 132.) 
3. As the attacker 
tries Technique 1, 
cutting to the 
. body with a 
'.'."-'. , ,· Roversc! 
Ton do, 
the defender also changes his shield into the 
<'6 Inside Ward, while stepping hack with his right 
foot. He ddkcts the cut OUL to the right with his shield and 
cuts straight down between tl1e shields onto the attacker's head 
(the sword must pass between the backs of both shields, meaning 
that the shields must pass by each other before the cut is 
·\ Figure 3: Plate 135 
made). Alternately, with shields smaller than Talhoffer's duel-
ing shield he can Cllt over the shields with a Fendente. The 
defender should draw his shield back as he tnrns it so that no 
contact is made between the shields. If contact is made it will 
be impossible to cut between the shields. (See Figure 5: 
Talhoffer Plate 141.) 
4. If the defender is in Ochs he can be attacked by ), 
rotating the shie.ld dockwise and pnnching it out / \ 
facing upwards. The shield slopes down .,, ~"'·:--, 
towards the defender at approximately 30 
degrees. The edge of the shield will pre-
vent the defender frnm moving his own 
shield to cover himself. The attacker 
holds his shield high enough to avoid 
being hit with a thrust from Ochs. "· 
This is not from Talhoffer, but is ( 
rrom a scene shown on a Greek Jle:-
vase. This demonstrates the ,, 
incredible continuity of this ,,,,f1/ · 
basic style of fighting with /y' 
the large shield. / ,./ 
5. The attacker is ce;. / 
in the Inside Ward. The f'(F ,· . 5. Pl t 141 J ~""' 1gwe . a e 
uefonder is in the <',: 
Outside \Vard. The attacker pivots his shield into the 
Outside Ward, passing forward and right as he does so and 
cutting to the left side of the defender's body. lie should 
attempt to beat the defender's shield aside as he changes ward. 
This is not mentioned in Talhoffer, but seems to be an 
Figure 6: Plate 7 29 
inevitable consequence of 
adopting a different ward to 
one's opponent. This 
would explain why 
Talhoffcr's fencers 
almost always 
commence 
with their 
shields 
in the 
'~ 
P: 
' 1, 
.;,.f "'\ 
-,(., 
\ 
'~\A I 
If~ 
\~~.\ 
. Fig,re 4, P/otc 132 \ 
6. The attacker is in the Outside Ward. The defender is ~ 
in the Inside \XT;ud. The :macker has the op-don of cutting 
directly into the defender's ward, which will achieve nothing, or 
attacking to the defender's unguarded inside line. If the attack-
er does the latter the defender can pass forward, pivoting his 
shield into the Outside Ward and countercutting or thrusting 
to the at tacker's right side. 
7. If the attacker tries Technique 1, the 
defender can adopt Half Shield (shield in 
,, Outside Ward, sword held extended, 
{;( point up at about 45 degrees) and using 
.:/ his extended sword, braced by his shield, 
/.''~ momentarily prevent the attacker from 
· pivoting his shield. The defender will 
then be able tu lift his sword and cut at 
the al.tacker's head. or legs. (See Figure 
· · 6: 'falhoffer Plate 129.) 
8. Both attacker and defender 
are in the Outside Ward. The 
· '\\, attacker passes forward, kicking f'-"\ his opponent's shield aside (it 
' ·~will spin into the Inside 
' Ward) and thrusting 
'C through his body. If it is a 
center grip Viking shield, the attacker can kick the 
forward bottom corner, which will uncover the entire left 
side. If it is a kite shield, the attacker can kick the tail of it 
which will make the shield '""~ 
rotate and will uncover the "¾"<> 
thigh. (See Figure 7: Talhoffer 
Plate 134.) 
9. Both attacker 
defender are in the Outside 
Ward. The attacker tries 
1echnique l, trying to 
thrust behind his shield 
as he pivots it into the 
Inside Ward, beating 
the defender's shield 
aside. The defender 
drops his shield, 
Figure 7: Plate 134 
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passes forward into what George Silver would call a 
True Guardant Ward, grabs the attackct's shield 
with his left hand to prevent it being used in 
defense and does a Fendente. (See Jligure 8: 
Talhoffer Plate 136.) 
10. lf the defender does 
Technique 8, the ::ittacker can drop 
his shield, gripping the defender's 
right elbow, pushing him to the left 
while withdrawing his sword and 
making an Imbruccata. (See Figure 9: 
Talhoffer Phte 137.) 
11. Leg sweeps are possible 
most shields, which are 
than 'falhoffer's dueling 
and-buclJer, one 
cannot simply slip 
back and thrust to 
face, as these shields are 
usually large enough 
to cover both fore-
arm and face. One 
alternative is to use a shield knock as used in sword and buckler 
(a technique where the shield is used to pin the opponent's shield, 
leaving him open to attack). The attacker is in the Underarm 
\Vard (the shield is in Outside W:1rd and the sword arm is 
held under rhe shield arm with the point 4·/ 
directed down and back). If he does not .,,:::,:. 
immediately attack, then he is uncovered ··· · 
and the opponent should attack. From 
the Outside Ward the defender steps 
forward and left with the left foot 
changing into Inside Ward and 
pinning the attacker's arm. One 
can then hit him as one will. If 
the attacker docs a reverse 
leg cut, the 
defender 
can parry 
with the 
sword, point 
down, and then press 
his shield across his arms, 
completely pinning both 
sword and shield (a shield 
knock) and leaving him open to a 
range of attacks. Underarm is not recommended. 
12. Both attacker and defender have their shields in Outside 
\Vard. The attad{et makes a reverse leg cut changing his shield to 
the Inside Ward. The defender parries with his sword in a Bastard 
Guardant Ward (one of George Silver's wards, the hilt is below head 
height and the point is vertically down or sloped a little back 
towards the defender) and does a shield knock with the edge of the 
shield to the head. Alternatively it may be possible to cut to the 
forearm as the attack is made. 
IO 'rhe Fight Master-+· Spring/Summer 2002 
13. H the attacker is in Tail Ward (the shield is in Outside 
W:u·d and the sword is held outmetched behind the 
attacker on his right side) and attacks with a 
Mandritta (right hand or forehand) 
leg cut, the defender parries with 
his sword in a Bastard Guardant 
Ward and does a shield knock 
with the edge of the shield to 
the head. 
14. lf the attacker is in Tail 
Ward and attacks with a 
lvfandrittfl leg cm, the defender 
passes forward ancl parries 
with his sword in a Bastard 
Guardant Ward. The defend-
er then hooks the attacker's 
shield to the side with his 
pommel :llld stabs him in 
the belly. This is 
'.··~-. particularly use-
·. ·• fol against an 
· ,._ , opponentin 
· Medium 
Ward. 
CONCLUSION 
It has been supposed that there was no evidence 
for how large shields were used in single combat. Talhoffer's 
Fechtbuch shows a possible .style that may have been used 
in earlier centuries whe11 the shield was a genuine com-
bat we:ipon. Images from those centuries (Figure 10) 
support this thesis, as does the astonishing effec-
tiveness ofTal110ffer's style in bouting. While the 
style shown in Talhoffer is not complete, it 
gives Fight Directors a broad movement style 
to work with. This style uses large actions, 
easily 
appreciated 
by an audi-
ence, with the 
added bonus 
of being martially 
effective and histor-
Plates from HansTalhoffds 1467 Fechtbud1 ate reproduced with 
kind permission of Lionel Levc111hal oFGrecnhill Books, the publisher of 
Medieua/ Combat, a modem edition of Ts,lhqffe,· (!SllN 1-85%7-418-4), Medieval 
Combrrt is translated and edited by Mark Rcctm and is an absolute must have on the shelf of 
nny fighl director. Paul Wagner, fellow instructor ar Stoccala School of Defence, must be thanked 
loi: has, ing tf1,' oriclnal li;,,ht bulb that this research is brn,ed on. 
---& 
Figure 1 O: Two 12th 
century infantrymen 
on guard in Outside 
Ward (Carved Reliefs, 
Abbey Church, And/au, 
France c. 1130-40) 
Starfire Swords, Ltd. 
7 4 Railroad Avenue 
Spencer, NY 14883 
Quality should speak for itself 
Voice: 
.Fax: 
Website: 
Email: 
(607) 589-7244 
( 607) 589-6630 
www .starfireswords.com 
starfire@starfireswords.com 
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Fa5wfy: Fight Dire · 
Jutte 15-28, 2002 
. Thirteen days in Maine 
\ includes instruction in 
stage combat technique, 
in-depth scene work, video 
production, improvisation, 
duels, mass battles, gun safety, 
and a public performance. 
The Celebration Barn Theatre, (:· 
surrounded by 12 acres of 
woods and fields overlooking 
the White Mountains, is where 
participants live, rehearse, 
· work and eat. Food is provided 
by a staff thef. There is even a 
Maine Lobster Night Feast. 
The Actor Ensemble Workshop 
accepts twelve participants 
to focus not just on advanced 
stage combat technique, but · 
• on the integration of scene 
and character work into 
stage combat performance. 
Fight Directors Workshop $1500 i 
Actor Ensemble Workshop $1200 
Room and boar-d provided, double occupancy 
The Fight Directors Workshop 
invites six participants to study 
the creation of fight choreog-
raphy in a variety of theatrical 
styles. Videotaped work is 
critiqued daily. All aspects of 
fight direction are examined 
including staging, research, 
safety1 theatricality1 direction, 
design, and b·usiness aspects. 
$1 00 off if applirntion received by 4/7 /02 1 · 
70% off for 3-year SAFD members in good standing 
011ly 011ci disrounl <1pplks pe1 i1pplkc1tlon 
For more information: 
Carol Brett 
207-7 43-8452 
info@celebrationbarn.com 
or www.safd.org 
Gle Wotkf hop 
· Jenny Jon,s "'· '.),. 
~ .. 
. . ~ .. : ~~ 
Arthurian characters Maleagar (F. Braun McAsh, left) and Sir Lancelot (Anthony Delongis) baUle on the television show lvlythQuest. Photo provided by Anthony Delongis 
by Anthony DeLongis 
Gillian Horvath is th, executive story editor for a new series called 
M;•thQuest. 'l'he premise is the importance of myths to the mod-
ern world view and personal moral code. I forvath was associative 
creative consultant for Highlander: the Series, season two thrntlgh 
five and played a large part in making the episo<lc "Duende, '' wilh 
its dose sword's point stylings of die Spanish Mysterious Circle 
training svstem so successful. Horvath polished the characters like 
a razor sharp blade. Sword Master Braun McAsh co-choreo-
graphed the sword encounters with Anthony De Longis, including 
the climactic and treacherous duel in the rain. It was a magical 
combination on High/,ander and now this coflcctive talent was 
assembled to give it another go on MythQum. 
Horvath has intimate knowledge of the difficulties of episod-
ic television, especially trying to highlight a story with action 
when time is of the e1,,ence in filming. \\'hen she wrote an episoLle 
involving ,\rthurian Knights, and extensive sword action, she sug-
gested casting actors with the training and experience to deliver 
the performance no matter what the obstacles were. 
Fights are dialogue with action instead oh.rords. An actor can-
nol give his best perform;incc if he Joe, noc understand the lan-
guage or know his lines.' fhat is "'·hat training and re.hearsals ,ire for, 
to acquaint the actor ·with his new vocabulary of expression. Action 
can be one of the most powerful story tools in a performer's arsenal. 
Il is a lOL easier to get rehearsal time in film lhan episodic 
television, The production manager ,vill still resist p:1ying for 
rehearsal but compare the tally. Pay three people to rehearse and 
the actors progres1> beyond mechanical moves into an effective 
visceral performance that grabs the audience imagination. If one 
docs not, Lhen a crew of 30-50 is kepl standing around, on salary, 
while one' struggles to get something mediocre on Glm. The 
author trained Michelle Pfeiffer for six weeks for her role as 
Catwoman in Batman Returns. As a rcsuh, she did all her own 
whip work without any doubles. A strong actress had another 
powerful story-telling tool at her command, and she took full 
adv:1ntage of it, This made shooting her scenes far easier and her 
portrayal even more effective. 
ln Lclevision time is always the enemy. The actor must 
assurne responsibility for l1is own training. The actor has the 
skills he shows np with on the dav of the filming. He must be 
able to turn adversity into advantage. The set is not the place to 
hone one's craft. The more skills the actor has developed, the 
greater his range of choices to tell the character's sLory. 
Portunately, McAsh and De Long is have fifty-three years of 
experience between them, working under conditions from icleal 
to :1dvcrsarial and were ready for the organized chaos and last 
minute changes that are the norm in television. 
G.FTTTNC STAR1'ED 
The collaborative team of McAsh and De Longis agreed to pull 
out all the stops for the big fight. The unnecessary was eliminat-
ed. No special effects, no wire., and nu camera tricks would be 
used. Just an imdligcm, well exccmed, character-Jrivcn fight. 
/\s sword master for the episode, McAsh had manv other 
responsibilities besides the ftght, choreographing and coordinat-
ing most of the action for the episode. The collaborative team 
decided that the climactic fight must be finished and rehearsed 
before 1\fcAdi. lcft for Calgary, knowing that locations and 5hoot-
ing schedule could change at a moment's notice. \Vitl, the story 
set, the team felt confident it could adapt to whatever was 
thrown at it on the day of the shoot. 
The fight evolved by incorporating the .seed of combative 
truth into the work. J\ fcAsh initiated an attack and a series of 
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Jefcnsivc options and a variety of offensive resporncs were 
offered. The team choose the ones that were the mmt dynamic 
and which flowed as a logical reaction to the immediate danger. 
McAsh responded to this jeopardy with an answer of his own. 
Then tempo and speed were played with to clarify and accent the 
story until a. well-crafted phraoe was approved. 
Good choreography is a conversation henYeen characters 
given greater voice through action. The actor must react and 
respond organically co his partner's energy. That is life, that is 
drama; that is combat. Staged combat is the attempt to create the 
illusion of rcali1.y while maintaining safoty for the actors and crew 
as the ch:micter's story is told. The episode was called Sir Carrtdoc 
rtt the Round Table. This authot· played Sir L:mcelot and McAsh 
played Maleager, a king of old Britain chafing under his oath of 
fealty to King Arthur. Since the story involved myth, historically 
accurate sword teclmiqL1e was not reqL1ired, leaving the team to 
freely mix styles and weapons for the greatest effect. It was decid-
ed that Maleager start the encounter with an unfair advantage, a 
second weapon, say an axe. For Lancelot to accept this inequity, 
shows his confidence and echoes Malcagcr's comment when he 
captured Queen Gqincvere, " I finally got you om in the open, 
awav from your brave, undcfeatablc Lmcelot." The playing field 
was leveled with Lancelot disarming the axe at the end of the sec-
ond phrase and Maleager retrieving Carodoc's lost sword. 'fhis 
gave Phrase Three the double weapon complexity of sword and 
axe versus double swords. 
From collective experience, it was decided to h:we a maxi-
mum of five phrases and that would be pushing it. The charac-
ters had logically accumulated four weapons, but for the climax, 
it would be easier w divest the characters of the extra hardware. 
More choreography is not really the answer since three phrases 
out of a possible five had alrcidy been composed. 
McAsh had kept Hot-vath up to speed with the progress. A 
bit of di,Jogue to motivate the change of weapons was in order. 
McAsh suggested it should be a po.int of honor. Horvath pointed 
out thm Lancelot was the hero and should be the first to discard 
his weapon. When Lancelot cliscarded bis axe, Alex (played by 
Christopher Jocot) explained, "Thev're knights of the Round 
Table, fighting fair is more important than winning." Maleager 
followed Lancelot's example and tossed away his second sword. 
The warriors offered a salme Lo Cod ,md each other ,m<l squared 
off for the flnal battle. 
The last two phrases featured the expertise of Maleager, reit-
erating his strengths by pressing Lancelot and nearly defeating 
him. Of course Lancelot triumphed in the final phrase. lt was 
decided not to wound or kill, incorporating instead lots of near 
misses ;ind plenty of speed and intensity. Blood and wounds call 
for costume doubles and changes in the middle of shooting as well 
as creating time consuming continuity nightmares-for reversals and 
coverage. It was also decided not to squander Lime in chac manner 
because the story did not need it. 
Mary Gallien, the assisrnnt, shot the rehearsals on both hi-
8mm and digital formats for easy viewing and review. Masters were 
shot in profile and from above, as well as, over the shoulder cover-
age of each phrase favoring each performer. The digital foornge was 
e-m,1ilccl to HorvaLh so she could see exactly !he storr being tolLl. 
This resulted in a flow of ideas that impr:owd tl1ework and in.,pired 
additions to the script, the perfect collaboration. A compact disc 
(CV) was burned of the final fight and McAsh took it to show 
director Steve Scaini and the director of photography (DOP) Rick 
r7rf(Jutf/~M ~II/ (I- µMf ?1Pt¥'~ ~ ~MJPHIM5 
~~mldn-~ /tJll/~lll#(l-~ 
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TCA's re11s rnnslantly trllvel !he world srnrclzingfor quality worlonmzshiJI in edged weapomy. 
We hai•e succeeded in acquiring a unique line of weapons, with craffsmansltip and aftenHon tn detail 
far removed from tlte usual third world knock offs so commonly available. 1'hese reproduction pieces 
are manufacf:ured bi; Mariano Zamorano, one of the uery las/ of !he masters cf blade forging. 
We went to the forge lo verify that these beautiful, historically accurate weapons are indeed 
individually forged, tempered, and finished just as they were 600 years agu, awl we can 
unrqufrocally griarnnter thnt no finrr piece is m1ailnhle nt any price rmywhrre in thr world, 
101 East Main Street 
Elkin, NC 28721 
. www.trlplette.com 
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The Chicago Mob 
Presents 
THE EIGHTH ANNUAL WINTER WONDERLAND WORKSHOP 
JANUARY 26-24, 2003 
Presented at Columbia College, Chicago, IL 
Instruction from Beginning to Advanced by SAFD & BASSC 
Cerlifled Teachers, Fight Directors and Fight Masters 
Angela Bonacasa john McFarland 
Chuck Coyl Dr Robin McFarquar 
Paul Dennhardt Richard Raether 
Stephen Gray Nicholas Sandys 
Neil Massey David Woolley 
Workshop Fee: $250 
Early registration discount (received by December 15, 2001 ): $210 
Full time student discount: $21 0 
SAFD member discount: $225 
Regional workshop participant discount (within past year): $225 
SAFD skills renewal available (additional $75) 
Mail registration information and checks payable to 
iohn McFarland 
1146 South Ridgeland Ave 
Oak Park, IL 60304 
Questions Call 708-660-0636 or E-mail chicagowww@aol.com 
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. '\ 5omc cla»es from the _past include: 
Running Wllh Sharp Objects Advanced l'alls Case of Rapier Blood Effects Swashbuckling Domeslic Violence 
Knife fights From Folsom Prison Crate Hook Good Cop/llad Cop Hook, Rapier and Dagger Blows lo the Head are runny 
Spanish Knite Vocal ~xtremes 1<1111 anrl Defense From the Draw Smallsword Smackdowns Stupid Sword Tricks Psychology of Killing 
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Wtncenty (another Hirhlandcr: the Sffies alumnus).· fhis gave them 
a jump on planning their coverage and helped insure that the fight 
would get to tell the sto1y that had been prepared and rehearsed. 
THE CLOSF-UP 
'l'he growing trend in film and television is to shoot evervthing 
with lots of dose-ups. The prevailing wisdom thinks the audience 
will be drawn in by the contortions of the actor's face rather than 
the: drama of the action. It is a way to hide the physical short-
comings oF the leads but it clistanccs and confoses the audience 
more than it pulls them into the story. To be involved, one must 
understand what is going on. Who is in danger? How do they 
.-. > 
,._., ,:~--~-·· ., ' 
Delongis and McAsh balance action and the close-up. Photo provided by Ani/1ony Delongis 
aYoid it? Is it through skill or luck or the over-confidence of the 
bad guy? These arc all possible choices with character elements to 
be mined. But the audience must be able to follow the narrative 
story of the action in order to appreciate each individual'~ jeop-
ardy and care about them as people in conflict. 
Fred A~tairc had the right idea. His contract stated that 
when dancing, he would always be shot head to toe, full figure. 
He wanted his whole body to tell his story. This mania for too 
dose coverage robs both the performer and the audience of the 
actor's most powerful story tool, the body. The ~tory is told. from 
the ground up, each movement motivated by the feet and the 
hips, each action accented by the power of the entire physical 
unit. · rhe intelligence and dexterity of the characters is lost when 
all one can see are suaining faces. Often an important story beat 
sL1ch as a clever disarm or reversal goes unnoriced. It just looks 
like magic or bad continuitv that the hero or villain is suddenly 
unarmed. The hero is lessened because one cannot appreciate 
what one does not see. 
Accommodations were ma.de for film, raising the low-line 
parries and cuts so that the :tction was always in the frame, even 
when the camera moves in close. Attacks to the legs were accent-
ed by dropping the whole body during delivery to insure the 
camera would follow. Story beats wete choreographed into the 
action and aecernuated by varying the tempo, and changing dis-
tances from long to medium to grappling r~ngc co1jJs-r1-corps. 
This encouraged the cameraman and editor to move fluidly into 
closer coverage .. facial expressions were .revealed as a logical pro-
gression of the action. Tight two-shot~ allowed both pedormcrs 
to react to the dramatic moment at. the same time, 
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ALL EQUINES ARE NOT BORN EQU,\L 
The script calkd for Lancelot to ride inst a quint,t!nwith abncc. 
A q11intr1in is a shield mounted on a revolving torso with a ball 
& chain in his other hand. Ride too slow and the ball s1nashes 
the rider in the back of the head, knocking him senseless. The 
hon,e had probably never ,een a quintain or a lance (horses hate 
uew things), so options were considered in case the horse did not 
want anv part of Plan A .. 
The horse was a huge shire horse, used to pull wagons on 
Lonesome Dove. Since he was experienced wearing elaborate har~ 
ness, it was thought this would be helpful with the decorative 
armor V:1lentinc Armourifs was proYiding. It should cut down 
on his panic flight mock The wrangler set up some hay b::iles and 
the horse was trotted towards his intended task. After a few tries, 
he got the idea but he did not seem too promising as a jumper. 
Two days later was the horse's riding test in front of Mu\.sh, 
:ind one more effort was made with jumping training. The horse 
cleared one bale pretty well so two were stacked to get him to 
pick up his feet. He jumped once, then decided it was easier to 
crash thrmigh the bales. It was pretty much Jech.led to abandon 
the jumping since iL wa:; not good for Lhe horse to quit 011 a failed 
attempt. Patches of ice and snow were in the :ll'ea wherc the 
wrangler set up the b::iles On the last attempt the horse fought 
the turn, splaying his feet and yanking his head away at the last 
instant. lt was a perfect lay down which recalled the old adage, 
"Unlesb it's on camera, a SLUnL is only an unfortunate accident." 
This horse would not be j11mping comfortably br show rime. 
On the clay the training sequence was shot, the horse handled 
the armor with ease, but hated the fluttering banners, was freaked. 
by the nearby sword-wielding extras and danced away from the 
c:arnera Lracks laid practically under his fen. The quh11ai11 did not 
work at all hut the property .mastet l1:i.d been w:1rncd. to h:1ve a 
head of cabbage standing by. The cabbage was mounted on a pell 
(wooden post for sword training) and the author sliced it in two as 
he trottui by. Not as dramatic as one would have liked, but with-
in the capabilities and comfort level of the horse. 
When Lancelot returns from J:ir:111ce and meets Guinevere, 
he is dressed in full armor with all the trimmings. An addition-
al treat for the author was the chance to wear :i. full suit of well-
made armor. Rob Valentine made all che arrnor for the -.show. lt 
was made one piece ,it ;1 time in the historical manner. His 
craftsmanship is exce!lcflt. One mav visit his web site, 
www.valentinearmoudes.com. The pieces felt great and articu-
lated easily: quality work. 
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THEBIC DAY 
Before the climactic fight conld be sh.or, the following had. to 
be accomplished, all on the same day hec::iuse it was the last 
clay of shooting. 
1. The queen and her ladies wander thtough the idyllic for-
est picking spring ilowcrs 11ext to a baGbling brook Cameras had 
to be arranged w hide the ice :rnd snow kft from last wceb bliz-
7,ard covering both banks, ice flows big enough for Simon Legree 
to chase Little Eva across. 
2. Also shot was the capture of the queen by Mal eager and 
his men, Thi~ included a two on one sword fight with 
M,1leager :md the queen's guard, followed hy j\;foleager defeat-
ing Sir Gareth. The ~cene provided strong vimal proof that 
Malcager was a force to be reckoned with. He also revealed his 
purpose. "Your ransom will release me from my oath of fealty 
to Arthur." 
3. The critic1l scene at camp betwee11 Maleager and the 
Queen Guinevere was filmed: "\Vhy do you want to bring war 
back to our land?" Malcager: "Where's glory without it?" 
Followed by a rather important dialogue scene between Alex and 
Guinevere Gefore he slips .iway to bring help. 
4. Lancelot arrived to challenge Malcager antl l1is <'ntire 
army: "I ::im the queen's champion. Who dares to face me?" 
Three soldiers swarmed Lancelot. I -le takes on two, while Alex 
protected his back and got his first taste of combat. This 
encounter gave the series ,tar t.he chance to prove his mettle with 
t:he skills he h,1d learned from the previous day\ training scene. 
5. ln berween shots, in thefr spare time the c::ist answered 
questions for the local paper and conducted television interviews. 
6. The Second Unit borrowed one of the cameras and shot 
Lancelot g.tl!oping to the rescue,. Arthur galloping tu the rescue, 
Arthur's knights galloping to the tescue, all filmed on ashphalt 
paths hidden but made extremely slippery by snow and ice. 
7. Male:1ger held a sword to Guinevere's throat. "Drop your 
sword and &he lives." Lancelot: "Release the queen and you live.'' 
They bargain back and forth and Mal eager accepts his challenge, 
The final fight is almost there. 
8. The first phrase·of the fight is shot. Then while the cam-
eras :1re facing this direction, the final phrase and disarm at the 
end of che fight were shot. Maleager yielded. Lancelot freed the 
queen. They collapsed into ecich other's arms. Ther kissed. The 
king arrived and caught them. It was the end of Camelot. As one 
might imagine, Lhis sequence took awhile. 
9. Now it is time to shoot the rest of the fight. The chosen 
location is next to the brook. It is at the botlOtn of a ravine with 
high w,11ls and tall trec:s. The sun is ,etting. The light is foiling. 
'fhe scene is in trouble. This is not a total disaster. God is a gre:it 
art director. Shafts of golden light blasted through the trees. 
Stunningly beautiful but only for abont another hour and 
change, if luck holds. Time is needed to finish the fight, clear 
video village a11d all the other equipment and reposition camerc1s 
to shoot die reversals to cover the action. After sunset the cam-
eraman loses one f-stop of light every five minutes. Steve Scaini, 
Rkk Wi11centy and producer Dav.id McAsh huddle. Talk of cut-
ting the fight circulated. 
Tl1anks to years of experience ancl an understanding of 
how camera angles tell the story, McAsh. and De Tongis come 
forward with an idea of using the camera as another character 
in the scene with the combatants. "We can give you your cov-
erage wd you won't haYe to cue the fight. Leave the cameras 
where they are. We'll provide the rever~c angles. 'H·u6t u~. 
Director Scaini ancl DOP Winccnty assigned each of their 
three camera opetators to a differe11t task. One would follow 
each actor in a medium shot, racking in for dose-ups where 
appropriate. The third cam.era would cover the action as a foll 
figme master. The fight started frum d1e top, rehearsing each 
phrase 011ce for cameras, then shooting ir twice, coYcring the 
fight one section at a time. The intensity always ::iccelerated at 
the end of each phrase, climaxing in a stalking action as the 
characters broke apart to regroup and search for a new opening. 
Next phrase; Rehearse and Shoot. 
l-Tcte is l10w it worked. 011 "Action," the final blow of the 
previous attack was repeated before the fighters broke apart. 
Then the characters would stalk each other, slowly pivoting 180 
degrees hefore exploding into action once again. The acting beat 
motivated the change. The story beats built, such as when 
M:1le:1ger pinned Lancelot agai111t a tl'ec while 11-ying to pressure 
both blades into his face, that allowed the cameras to push in for 
a tight two shot or close-up. When Lancelot's counter-attack 
exploded him away from the tree, the editor had a natural story 
break to motivate: his change of shoL. 
As Malegcr and I.ancelot alternated pos.itions, came1·a one and 
two would change who they were covering, or more precisely, the 
actors change and the camera would cover in the same over-the-
shoulder relationship with a new cha.meter. Camera numbei: three 
recorded Ehe action in profile as a full figure master to cut b:1.ck to. 
All fo,c phtascs were filmed, with full coYcragc in 1:38 minutes. 
The actors we!'c rewarded for their efforts. Shafts of light slanted 
through the trees to form long shadows that battled in support of the 
struggling figures. Sunlight ~ntcd off the fw'iously ~lashing blades 
at just the right moment. It coulcl not hive been planned nearly so 
well. Even the setting sun framed itself perfectly between tl1e strug-
gling figures when Maleagcr pinned Lancelot to the tree. When one 
is pl'epared, the rewards will happen. That is why one rehearses, that 
ib why one traini. When one is ready for anyt.hing, magic happens. 
MythQ11estwill air in the US beginning in April on PBS. 
The sun sets o; the final moments betw~;;~ Sir Lancelot ( Anthony DeLongis, eft) and 
Maleagar (F. Braun McAsh) 011 MythQuest. Photo provided by Anthony Delongis 
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by Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr. 
Now shaii T split off words-iittie, sharj) words 
Lilee the wooden splinters which 1 hack off with my ax ... 
Song from an Inuit song duel 
Eleva#ng the duel to a higher plane, the weapons used are words. 
E. Adamson Hoebel, 
de,cribing an Inuit song dud 
·Every fight director will tell of the importJncc of the vocal q11ality of a ftght-the 
sounds and words used in stage combat serve to increase verisimilitude, dramat-
ic tension, and energy. The sounds the actors make, the manner in which words 
arc voiced ,peak volumes about the ~ituation, the charactets and the fight itseH'. In some 
culture~, however, the sounds ancl words aloue are the tJghc Many cultures have the tra-
dition of a song duel-a duel fought without weapons, or rather, with words as 
weapons-fought with all the physical ferocity of a rapier duel. 
Perhaps the best kllown example of verbal dueling is the lnuit song duel, ptacticed 
in Greenland and other J.teas of the Arctic Circle. The duds are a form of wcial con-
trol, a "mech,u1ism to defuse polcnrial violence between indiYiduals" (Oswalt 103). 1n 
small communities snch as among the Inuit, physical violence is discomaged hecause all 
members of the community arc needed for survival. Thus, a form of communal justice 
and personal revenge developed using public ridicule instead of swords or ftsts. 
1;,vo kinds of song dud exist according to \Yendell Oswalt: a single-event dud 
wl1cn a transgression in the community h,1s occurred, and o life-long scric, of duds 
between two sworn adversaries. Tn the s1ngle event duel, an individual with knowledge 
of another individual's failings or transgressions-theft:, lying, adultery, unpaid debts, 
-would sing about said failing(s) at a public gathering. The subject of the song might 
then challenge his accuser to a song duel. The Lwo combatams would compose songs 
and sing them in front of an audience. The cl1allcngcr would sing first, and then rhe 
challenged. When one of the combatants faltered, or when the audience felt that one of 
the combatants had superior songs, the contest would end, and the loser had no further 
recourse, nor could he express ill will towards the winner. As with duels with weapons, 
song duels are matter:, of honor, have very strict rules, and serve as a means of dispens-
ing jmtice within a small community. 
In some cases, reports Hoehel, the song duels could also he performed witb limit-
ed physical exchanges as well. While one combatant sang, the •Other could respond with 
bujfetin.r; (straighL-armed blows on the side of che head) or butting (using the forehead 
to buu the opponent on the forehead or chest) (H.ocbel 92). For the most part, however, 
InHit bw calls for the combatants not to touch each othe1· at all, but simply sing insults 
about one another until one of the two contestants ran out of material. 
The standard duel involved challenger and challenged facing one another in the open 
in front of an an<lienu:. In the word., of Oswalt, "Real offenses wete exaggerated, the sins 
of the ,mccstors recounted, and accusations made about uncommitted crimes " (Oswalt 
152). In other words, the truth is less 
important tl1an one's skills at singing, 
moddng and insulting one's opponent, and 
appeasing an audience, just as in a rapier 
an<l dagger dud, the tightness of one'.~ cause 
is less important than skill with a blade. 
Although not as well-known as Lhe 
Inuit song duels, Turkish song duels are 
simibr in their approach and sttucture, 
although different in their participants an<l 
purposes. Ashiks, Turkish minstrels, fight 
duel~ with otlier Ashil:s a., entertainmenc in 
Northern Turkey, making thL·m more com-
petitions than true duels. Still, they are. as 
Yildiray Erdener notes, episodes of "non-
physical aggression" in which two minstrels 
take LUrns insulting each oth.:r through 
improvisational song in front of an audi-
ence, usnallv in a coffeehouse (Frdener 
153). Erdener observes that the audience is 
of particular importance, as they will 
decide who won the duel, and thus the 
Ashilcswill frequently altemmewithin tl1cir 
rhymes compliments for the audience with 
mocking insults of their opponents 
(Erdener 157). Unlike those of tbe Tnuit, 
the song duels of Ashiks are not part of a 
justice system, but like Medieval jousting 
or tournaments, the hest song-duelers 
achieve f.une and fortune. 
Numerous cultures within Africa 
have dance, song, or word duels as means 
of solving conflict. For example, among 
the Tiv of west Africa, t\'Vo men who have 
a dispute will argue through drumming, 
song and dance. Eventually the drum-
ming becomes P'-ll"t of a pre-fight ritual in 
,Yhich the combatants drum their dispute, 
and then have an actual fight with fists or 
clubs or other weapons. Whoever wins 
the fight is then declared the winner of 
the dispute, but the declaration of a win-
ner can occur as earlr as the song or 
drumming stage (Bohannan 265). 
1n Word Play, Peter forb studies sever-
al culwrcs in which song duds or speaking 
clue!~ are held. In most cases, the status of a 
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combatant is "greatly diminished" if one answi:rs a verbal taw1t 
with a physical attack (Farb 109). In other words, one can only win 
a verbal duel through words. AB with Turkish song duels, the role of 
the audience is very important in verbal dueling, as the audience 
determines the winner in many cases. An example of this verbal 
dueling from American culture would be the African-American 
practice of playing the dozem; also called snaps, the most exemplary 
form being "y'mamma'' jokes. In playing the dozens, two people 
insult each other in front of a group of mutual acquaintance, and, 
as with all due.ling, rules and formalities must be observed. The first 
person will issue an insult challenge, the challenged will then 
respond with a reton in kind. Sometimes specific limited subject 
matter will be stated (mammas, houses, sisters, friends), sometimes 
no subject is off limits. As with most other verbal duels, the winner 
is declared by mutual agreement of the audience. 
In thinking about words as weapons and song-dueling and 
their potential applications for the stage, two scripts can be used in 
the combat classroom to teach students about stage fighting: The 
Clink by Stephen Jeffreys and Pecong by Steve Carter. The Clink is 
set in Elizabethan England, telling the story of a wandering fool and 
of a variety of political conspiracies and plots that encircle the 
throne of Elizabeili. In Scene Eleven, one of the many sub-plots 
comes to a head as Beatrice, a wealthy young noblewoman, not 
wanting to many Gridling, the young officer her father has chosen, 
disguises herself as a tavern girl and challenges Gridling to a duel. 
Her servant Zanda an<l Lucius Bodkin, the fool who has stumbled 
upon the fteld of honor at <lawn, serve as seconds. Master Drysdale, 
an ancient scholar, oversees the proceedings of the duel. 
As with any duel, the formal structure is observed, the mat-
ter prescncccl, Lhe combatants encouraged to reconsider, and 
finally fall to with the weapon of their choice: insults. When 
Drysdale tells them to begin the two fighters circle each other 
and exchange insults, responding with a physical reaction: 
BEATRICE: Sheep-shagger! 
GRIDLING: Curate's armpit! 
BEATRICE: Nasal cavity! 
GRIDLING: Undergarment! 
BEATRICE: Toad-sucker!! 
GRJDLING: Margery-prater!! 
ZANDA: foul, this is canting talk. 
Drysdale rules that canting is acceptable in the fight, and such 
talk is a ve1y palpable hit. They continue insulti11g until the fight 
tums physical (Beatrice headbutts Griclling in the stomach), and her 
response to his final insult is to shoot him, thus winning the dµel. 
Steve Carter's Pecongis a Caribbean adaptation of the Medea 
story, set during Carnival. In the second act, Jason Allcock must 
fight Pecongwith Cedric in order to win the hand of Sweet Bella. 
Carter's stage directions state: 
The Pecong is a contest in which each man insults the other. 
When one man does, the other will react as if he's been struck 
by a blow. With each verbal blow, the crowd will react, as if 
at a prize fight, and roar its approval (Carter 59). 
Alternating rhymed verses of six to twelve lines each, while 
other characters shout encouragement and make observations, 
Jason and Cedric attack each other's manhood, ancestry, health, 
sexual orientation and appearance. Many verses refer to the 
speaker havi11g sex with his opponent's mother. They fight until 
Cedric falters and Jason is proclaimed winner. 
Custom Swords for Stage Combat 
Engineered for Durability and Ease of Maintenance 
Historically Accurate & Well Balanced 
These 'One of a Kind' Weapons can be o·esigned 
• Using your designs or research 
• Using my designs, (cheerfully rendered) 
· · ii) : ~~~ ~~h~~~!eo~rb~'; 
Specializing in Swept Hilted Rapiers, Daggers & Small Swords 
Also Available: Broadswords, Shoriswords, Combat Pole Axes & Jntp1tct Weapons, 
Shields & Bucklers, Scabbards, Bloor! Daggers 
Orders filled promptly •. Rentals • P(Jrtfolio & References Available 
FIOCC~ll SWORD CUTLERY 
PHONE: 740-593-4263 • 740-593-5645 pm 
E-MAIL: " flocchi@oak.cats.ohiou.edu 
As in The Clink, Pecongprovides a wonderful pedagogical tool 
which can be very useful in the classroom. Both scenes remove all 
weapons, even fists and legs, and require the performers to react 
physically as well as verbally to insults. The less.ans learned by a 
group of students working on these two scenes are many. 
First, both scenes help acting students understand the struc-
ture of dueling and get a feel for the development of characters 
in relation to fighting. The Clin!e is pal'ticularly usefol as it has 
two strong female characters fighting, allowing for women to 
play roles written for women, with strong comli~tt skills. 
Second, the exercise helps actors to better understand how to 
create reactions in combat. By removing weapons, the fight is safer 
and allows the actors to focus on creating physical reactions to 
unfelt blows. One learns very quickly to vary the reactions or the 
fight is flat and on one-note, something easy to forget with a sword 
in the hand. The actors must think about the specificity of a reac-
tion, someLimes allowing the words to dictate where ,Uld how one 
receives the blow. In one Pecong exercise, a student treated any 
insult to his physical appearance as a blow to the face, while an 
insult Lo his m:inhood resulted in a response as if kicked in the 
groin. The specificity of his responses both made sense of the fight 
(told the story) and allowed for varied reactions. 
Third, the verbal dueling allows the a.ctors to connect the 
physical to the vocal. They learn how and when to breathe. They 
learn how a fight sounds an<l how those sounds change the 
longer a duel goes on. The physical is also directly connected to 
the vocal as one must learn to physically respond to a verbal 
attack, and the attacker learns to direct his or her energy towards 
an opponent. Levels also come into consideration, as one must 
progress logically and naturally in the fight. Whereas most stu-
dents take time to get used to weapons, most are quite comfort-
able yelling at and reacting to one another in one of these scenes. 
Lastly, as each fight scene involves two contestants and a 
band of observers (something which does not usually happen in 
a fight class where people tend to work in pairs), the students 
begin to understand the fight as a construct of everyone on stage. 
Those who make observations and respond to the blows add 
energy, help to tell the story, and are actively involved in the fight 
itself. Again, because weapons are not present, the other (non-
combatant) actors feel safer exploring their role in the duel. The 
end result is a fight scene in which all the characters on stage are 
active, present, and contributing to the energy and the story. 
By using words as weapons and responding physically to ver-
bal attacks, student actors become better actor combatants, better 
actors, and are still participating in a form of dueling found in 
many cultures. They leam that sticks an<l stones may break one's 
bones, but words may be used on stage as effectively as a sword. 
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The 3rd Annual 
_ Philadelphia 
) Stage Combat 
Workshop 
SEPTEMBER 28--29, 2002 
sponsored by 
SAFD and 
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS 
PAST FACULTY 
Chuck Coyl, SAFD Fight Master; Charles Conwell, John McFarland, JeffAR. 
Jones, SAFD Fight Directors; John V. Bellomo. Gina Cerimele•Mechley, Andrew 
Hayes, John Paul Scheidler, Bret Yount SAFD Certified Teachers; Anthony Matteo, 
ewe Professional Wrestler I PAST CLASSES Professional Wrestling, Bullwhip, Running with Sharp Objects, Mask, Cratehook & 
Knife, Rapier & Buckler, Rapier & Cloak, Katana, Multiple Attackers, Hollywood 
Swashbuckllng, and Skills Proficiency Renewal Class (additional $75.00) 
WORKSHOP FEE: $210.00 
Fee Includes continental breakfast & Philly cheesesleaks for lunch (veggie cheesesteaks available). 
10% DISCOUNT for SAFD members, union affiliates, early registration 
Special discount for return participants. 
Call 215-888~4172 or email 
pbilascw@yahoo.com for more details 
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PACE 
UNIVERSITY 
When summer is almost over • 
it's time for one last Sling! 
sponsored by 
Fights4 
and 
• • 
The Depart1nent of Performing Arts 
of Pace University, N.Y. 
THE FIFTH ANNUAL SAFD SANCTIONED 
M 
New Yori{ Regional Stage Combat Worl<shop 
Thursday, August 22 through Sunday, August 25t 2002 
Manhattan Campus of Pace University, N.Y~C. 
(AU information is tentative and subj eel to change) 
-- Up to eight hours of instruction daily --
_,_ Classes offered on all levels, from beginning to advanced ~-f, 
Instruction by SAFD Fight Directors and Certified Teachers 
All weapons provided 
FEES 
$250 for all four days 
$8$ per day for individual days 
I 0% discount to all college students with valid ID 
- I 0% discount: attendance of SAFD Regional Workshops in the past year 
I 5% discount for SAFD members in good standing 
(only one discount per person) 
For more information call the SAFD hotline 
at 1-800,.659-6579 
or contact workshop coordinator Michael Chin: NSCWboss@aoI.com 
or workshop registrar Robert Tuftee: (718) 788--4957, rtuftee@ix.netcom.com 
or visit our website at: www.Fights4.com 
r:diror's Note: 1his is the first of t11 10 articles on the filming ofTbc King's Guard starring 
Ron Perlman, Eric Roberts, Leslie-Anne Down, Ashleyfones and othm. This is afim film 
for the entire family, The sword master is SAFD trained Robert Goodwin who also co-starred 
as Master Rubert. The fallow up article will be on swords, aluminum blades, choreography, 
fights, camera angles, what was learned and how it affected teaching technique, adjusting 
the action and on the spot changes. 
The King's Guard was the first sword movie shot in the lLS. since Robin Hood: J\llen in 
Tights, Most of the movies one sees with swords in them are filmed abroad. The pro-
ducers can make more money by not paying union wages or residuals, except to princi-
pal actors. Thus all of the run-away productions with sword work in them are shot in 
other parts of the world, 
To work on a film project from. the beginning is a .labor of love. One will never 
work harder for less, be frustrated more, and have one's hean broken as much as watch-
ing a project go through iLs growing pains, The other edge to this swotLI is the pride of 
h:wing helped complete the impossible, The miracle was making a period film, for 
under one million dollars, after its conception only one year earlier, Most projects in 
Hollywood take anywhere from two to ten years, Part of tbis minor miracle was being 
able to work with friends and students, This gave the project an energy that would be 
diffJ.cult to duplicate. Usually films are made by a group of swmgcrs acting together. 
THE IDEA 
Jonathan Tydor got the idea for the screenplay after watching sword classes being taught 
at the Action Actors Academy at the Westside Fencing Studio in Culver City. From a 
class of twelve, Tydor chose to focus on four academy mern bers. He began writing the 
script with this author as .Master Robert, Malcolm Earl Robinson as Donald, Casie Fox 
as Katie, and Abba Elfman as Adam. Through discussion it was decided to set the action 
in the middle of the seventeenth centmy because it was a period when rapier and dag-
ger were in transition. Assuming the script was in the works, the academy began gear-
ing up for the possibility of working on such a vital and challenging project. 
Tydor's novel idea was that if the 
Academy members were willing to put up 
the fights while he raised money and 
wrote the script he would be able to offer 
any prospective producers considerable 
savings in time and money. Prospective 
backers did not always know what the 
period was until Tydor showed them pho-
tographs of the four academy membet·s 
giYing a demonstration in costume, 
REHEARSALS AND TR.AJNING 
Training began with actor/ combatants 
for the various roles and fights, 
Naturally one wants to work with stu-
dC'nts and others that one has worked 
with before, because their abilities and 
work ethics are known. Working on a 
legitimate project with people one has 
been teaching and can trust is a rare 
experience in Hollywood, unless one 
belongs to one of the stunt organizations 
that only uses their own people. Ten 
academy members were cast, four co-
stars and six action actors. Kit Devlin 
was one of those six action actors and 
was trained by the Society of American 
Fight Directors, Devlin was given a line 
and became eligible for the Screen 
Actors Guild (SAG). 
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Being SAfD trained, the sword master contacted other SAFD 
members in the area such as Chris Villa, Payson Burt and Eric 
Oram. The quality of training from the SAFD is such that one can 
easily adjltst one's skills for film fighting, if needed. The film was shot 
in the summer of 1999, even though most SAFD members were out 
of town working, a few were used. One was Eric Oram in the duel 
of Master Robert against 
the two bandits. 
'fhe academy was 
enthusiastic and classes 
began research in the 
Italian systems of rapier, 
rapier and dagger, and 
Spanish fencing as applied 
to the main gauche. The 
Spanish techniques were 
for a sequence that was 
unfortunately cut the day 
the scene was supposed to 
be shot. It was a time of 
growth for the sword mas-
ter as well as all others 
involved. The Ttalian rapi-
er and dagger had been 
chosen because of their 
versatility. 'l'his gave the 
elite guarcbmen move-
mems that were visually 
interesting and could be 
used in broad or subtle 
movements. This seemed 
the natural choice for the 
Icing's private guards. 
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MONEY AND CASTING 
A LOW BUDGET 
PERIOD FILM 
Getting start-up money for a new 
project is tlifficult. Even though 
1ydor had established himself as 
a writer witl1 the feature I Come 
in Peace, he still had trouble find-
ing the stan-up money. What 
most people do not realize is that 
withont money one cannot get a 
draw (name actor) for a project 
and without a draw one cannot 
get the money. Money will also 
dictate what co-stars are available. 
Jior that reason, and others, the 
project became SAG. This creat-
ed some friction in the begin-
ning, not enough money, dealing 
with agents, :md so on. After a 
few meetings, the director real-
ized that to produce a quality 
film, SAG sanctioning would be 
necessary to help attract the 
appropriate draw. The usual 
money problems were faced. Due 
to Tydor's diligence, he located 
Michael Marcopoulos and Eileen Craft to assume the producers' 
responsibiliLies. Before die money wa-; available, the search for the 
cast, including stum fighters, had begun. 
For those that do not know, working on a movie is demand-
ing enough but being involved in a project from its conception 
is filled with ups and downs, financially and emotionally. The 
SWASHB~JCKl, NG 9t te1.kes more skill than acwing to v1ppecw C1 Jf?11Jt1ine sworc/sn1w1 onJh(i!i stuge or screen. .. 
deal is 011, then ca11celecl, then on, then no money. Then a lead 
signs, then cancels due to a scheduling conflict, and the money 
pulls out. Then thc lead resigns and the money comcs back. The 
business side of film making is so fragile that artists do not want 
to deal with it. That is why artists have agent~, then all the artist 
has to do is rocus Oil his/her an. 
Many times the money fell through and the production was 
back to ground zero but actors kept on training and rehearsing the 
tight scenes. Only when Eric Roberts signed on did enough money 
come in for SAG. The film had its Jraw. I-le is a very recognizable 
villain. The11 rumors began about Ron Perlman joining tl1e proj-
ect. That excited the company even more because his work in the 
French film, City of Lost Children and other projects were known. 
Now it folt as if the film was actually going to be made. 
THE FIRST REAL TEST OP TIIE 
ACTION ACTOR'S ACADElvrY 
Aca<lemy members auditioned for acting roles, as well as fight roles. 
Throughout Lhe process some excellent actors and fighters declined 
working row:uds the project because or the lack of SAG sanction-
ing and the time commitment, even 
though it was explained to them that 
they would eventually have SAG 
contract,. AL this point da~s bes,;ame 
more ahout dioreogrnphy for tl1e 
scenes in the movie then learning 
technique. A lot of personal time was 
contributed by academy members 
and many others in the s:oll,1boration 
of making this film. The academv 
prepared for the day-to-day grind of a 
three-week shoot on location. 
This would he a tesL because 
most of the academy members had 
never been in film or 011 televisio11. 
The sword master taught classes on 
camera technique, adjusting for a 
one-camera shot: acting the fight, 
safety, self-defense on the set, work-
ing inside the normal/safo· fencing 
measure, adjusting for a hand-held 
camera, using f'tlm language, cueing 
one's partner to a<lju~t for some" 
t hing/som.eone th,y cannot sec, 
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Fighting in the rain and mud, weapon,, safety 011 exiting a co1y;s-a-
corj1s, fighting in a zone, contf'olling intensity, using the cut in 
major battles, costuming m~trictions and asking evervone to per-
form a daily aerobic exercise. When it came time to start filming, 
the academy was prepared and eager LO begin. Different levefa of 
ability cxis1i.:d, yet everyont contrilmted as much as they could, 
with safety always the priority. 
BREAKING DOWN THR ACTlON SCENES 
IN THE SCRIPT 
The job as a sword master is two-fold: setting the tone of the fights 
while remaining true to the period and folfrlling the directot1~ 
intent. If working with a relatively inexperienced director, one may 
have to educate as one goes along. After viewing some of the pre-
pared fight scenes, t.he director expresscd his interest in the rough 
and tumble fighting of the original color Three Afusk:teas movie 
while the sword master wanted fights people had never seen before. 
The sword master wanted the Italian principles of a parry becom-
ing a thrust and a thrust becoming a parry and the linear concepts 
stressed by Capo Ferro. He wanted to show the techniques used in 
the middle of tl1e seventeenth century in his duel with rhe two ban-
dits, Eric Oram and Jon N~picr, two excellent !ZWordsman. 
The Sarcinian soldiers and bandits' fight was cast out of the 
production office in San Diego and choreographed by George 
Ye. 'lo maintain the integrily of the period Ye and the sword mas-
t er com1nunica1ed on weapons as well as lighting style. The fcm.-
ing ,tyle of the elite king's guard clid not need to be clnp.licated as 
the Sarcinians were soldiers, therefore, they fought like soldiers. 
SOME NOTES ON ACTING l'OR THE CAMERA 
Acting for the cam<"ra is different from acting on stage. Both arc 
based on the same principles and stage experience is the best foun-
dation one can have, but the demands of a highly charged, emo-
tional day and the shooting out of sequence in film life offers differ-
ent challenges than one '--xpcriences on stage. The actor may be in a 
battle scene where he is fighting for his life, in the morning and be 
expected to be laughing and enjoying himself at a hall in the ,1fter-
noon. Then a week later they need a pickup shot from the middle 
of the battle.scene. It is a close up and the actor has to be at the same 
emotional level he was in the middle of the scene when it was orig-
inally shot and still remember the fight choreography. Od1erwise 
they cannot match the shot in the editing bay and the close-up end, 
up on the cutting room floor. 'fhe pick-up shot needed will invari-
ably be the most physically demancling phrase of the fight and direc-
tor and crew will want to film it at the end of a fourteen-houi: day. 
Luckily lhis did not occur during the filming of The Kings Gu.trd. 
When :111 .ictor is called to the set as a stunt figh1cr lie needs 
to be in character, focused. physically ready to fight, and bring a 
safe, emotional level to the scene that is appropriate for the shot. 
The actor's job is not to outfight, or look better 1.han the princi~ 
ple actor, or in any way make: the principle acwr look bad or 
inexperienced, unless directed to do so. One's job is usually to get 
killed, wounded, knocked-out or run away and allow the princi-
ple actor to be the hero. If an actor does not follow directions, he 
will be asked to leave the set and will be replaced in a phone call 
hy one of the hLJnclred; of stunt fighters available in I-Iollyvvood. 
Plus one rnnnot ever expect to be called back by tl1at director, 
producer, casting director or production company. Hollywood 
has a long memory. 
P;\CING YOURSELF 
Tt is too demanding to be the swoi-d master of a film with a lot 
of fights/duels and also have a high visibility role. When one is 
not speaking in front of the camera, one's character will be in the 
background during most of the movie. Plus, when Lhe actor is 
not in front of the camera he may be craining someone, chorea-
graphing a new fight scene, or changing an existing one, 111 the 
evenings, after a typical ten to twel\'e-hour day (if shooting in 
daylight), the actor goes to his room and prepares for the next 
days action and his lines. The next morning he is back on the set 
anJ the rehearsal time he has wid1 his scene partner, again, will 
be minimal, if :illy. 
Pacing oneself on the set should deflnitelv include eating 
correctly throughout the day to maintain proper blood sugar 
level. Sugar should not be eaten to get up for a scene. 
srn,rn fINAL THOUGHTS 
If the actor i, cast in a feature film, television movie of the 
week, or a commercial with sword work in it, he should con-
sider himself very lucky and enjoy it. It will be hard work but 
the re.suits can be rewarding. The actor shoulJ learn self-
deft:nse 011 the set, find the camera and find Lhe light. If the 
actor cannot see the earner~ lens, the camern cannot sec tl1e 
actor, and if one is in the shadows, one cannot be seen. The 
actor may want to stay hidden. 
Remember an acwr's looks may get him in the door, but he 
will need the training to do the job well, whether ic is acting or 
acting the fight. One needs to keep training with someone that 
has skills superior to one's own whenever possible, d1en when 
one gets that sword fighting role he can hold his head up and 
proudly repre~ent his teacher;;, their teacher,;, od1er sword ma.,-
ters and actor/cornbar,mts around the world. Remember when-
ever an actor picks up an? sword, he accepts the responsibility of 
carrying on a tradition founded on honor and respect. 
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Cfhc f enc in~ tlatch 
in Bernhardt's 
Jiamlef 
by Linda Carlyle McCollu1n 
lienow.ned throughout the world for her numerou~ travesti role,, the famous nineteenth century act resi, Saral1 
Bernhardt, plan:d the tole of Hamlet in 1899 at the 
Timme Sarah Bernhardt. She was fifty-four vears old. The fern_;-
ing match was documented on film in 1900 and is housed at the 
Cinematheque franc;aise in Paris. The film contain~ the entire 
fencing match but docs not include the rest of the scene inrnlv-
ing the court, Osric, ClaucliuR and Get:trude. A 16 mm print of 
sections of the fencing scene is housed at the Deutsche 
Kinemathck in Berlin. The film along with contemporary com-
mentaries on the productions, gives a dose approximation of how 
t.he fencing match in ITam!et was performed at the beginning or 
the twentie1h century by the Divine Srtrah. 
The tradition of female travesti dates from the seventeenth 
century and Dourished in the nineteen.th century not only in the-
atre but in opera and ballet a., wdl. Before Bern.hanl.t's Hamlet, 
over fifty women had played the role. In her The Ari of the 
1hc,1trc, Bernhardt answers the question as to why she was so 
fond of plaving male parts. Her answer was that it was not the 
male roles but the male intellect she preferred. "Generally speak-
ing male parts are moxe intellectual than frmale part~. This i~ the 
secret of my preference" (Bernhardt 139). She was attracted to 
the role of Hamlet becau,e it w;is "the most original, the most 
subtle, and the most torturous, and yet the most simple for the 
unity of his dream"(Bernhardt 137). And while many male roles 
existed in which she would have enjoyed performing, as a 
woman she could onl; interpret a male role when ir represented 
a mind and not the physirnlitv of a male or as she is quoted say-
ing, "a male in a feeble body''(Bernhardt 14_1). 
Prior to Bernhardt's production, Shakespeare's Harnlet was 
only known in France through adaptations of the play anJ. nm 
through an actual tramlation. Anything which might be consid-
ered offensive to the audience was removed. Early adapwrions 
did not include the scenes with the players, the grave scene, or 
the fencing match. Bernhardt, who was not only an actress bnt a 
producer and director as well, acquired an actual translation that 
was faiLhful to the plot :md wa1, translated into prose and not 
A.lexandrine couplets. This trandation by Marcel Schwab and 
Eugene Morand also included the translators' stage directions 
ai1d ptoduction notes. 
Bernhardt's production was a compleLe change fron1 the 
nineteenth century productions which h:id preYiously seen 
vonng prince Hamlet as a rom::intic hero whose intellect kept 
him from action. Bernhardt's production put the emphasis on 
the revenge theme while still incorporating the theme of a son's 
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affection for his dead father and for his mother. The fencing 
scene in its staging and performance carries out the Lwo themes 
of rt>venge and affection. 
The film shows the set consisting of an arched gallery in the 
backgi·ound. Contempoi-ary commentaties and picttll'es of the 
production reveal a raised J.ab or tribune with steps at stage left, 
These ~amc commentarie,1 also mention rhe fencing match pre-
ceded bv a "Viennese tune.'' 
In Bernhardt's production, Claudius and Gertrude were not 
seated togethet but were on opposite sides of the stage. Gertrude 
occupieJ. the platform alone on stage left while Claudius was on 
the R.oor st:ige right and nearer to d1c fencing action. The trarn;-
lators snggested that the king and queen he separated by the 
width of the stage to give credibility to Claudius' .aside, "It is the 
poison'd cup. T tis too late,'' Tn previous productions the question 
had always been left in the audience's mind as to why Claudius 
did not take the cup from Genrude before sl1c dr:mk the poiso11. 
The positioning of the match between the king and queen 
also reinforced, through a s,rong visual triangulation, the align-
ment of all those involved thematically and reinforced the 
t.hemes of revenge and aff..:ction. 
The match began with L1ertes, played by Pier-re Magnier, 
entering from stage left and Hamlet from stage right. Magnier 
wore knee-length coat over tights and Bernhardt wore a tunic 
which extended to mid-thigh elongating her figure. Bernhardt 
also had a long black cloak, worn Lhrouglwut the play, which was 
fastened to the left wrist hy :1 tight-fitting and buttoned sleeve 
which slipped over the sleeve of h.er tunic. The sleeve formed a 
gathered bell at the forearm extending over the left shoulder into 
draped folds slightly to the right at the back of the shoulders. 
Bernhardt's movemenLs throughout the match were reinforced 
by the movement of tl1e cloalc 
While the script called for rapier and dagger, the Prench epee 
was used in place of the rapiet\ The dagger was not actively 
involved in the fencing and served only as a decorative demenl. 
Upon entering the playing area, Laertes and Hamlet 
crossed and gave the Grand .Salut·e to the king and queen, then 
returned to their original positions, saluted the kingand queen 
again and then faced each other and sa.lured. Laertes then 
walked about in a small circle upstage and then downstage while 
Hamlet made a similar circle dmvnsLclge and then upstage with 
the cloak traiLing his movements, drawing the ,md.ience's :men-
tion to Hamlet/nernhardt. 
Shakespeare's script has basically four sections to the fencing 
maLch: three bouts and the duel. Hamlet scores in the firsL tvvo 
hows, the third encls in a draw and then the actual duel follows 
after Laertcs Vi'Ounds Hamlet. In Bernhardt's production the 
third bout is merged with the fourth section. 
The fight was staged on the diagonal with Hamlet upstage 
w d1at Bernhardt was facing the audience during the fencing 
rn.atch. The first hout was sliort. With her knees hent in the 
classic fencing stance, Hamlet attacked Laertes, scored and 
immediately stood up with feet together. In the second bout, 
Laertes initiated the action, Hamlet parried Lael'tes' attack and 
lunged. Laertes was hit and Hamiel remrned w the elevated 
stance as before. 
At this point in the production, Queen Gertrude stood and 
toasted I Iamlet. From the translation it is clear that the queen, 
who has heen observing the match, comments on Hamlet being 
"hot'' and "scant of bn.:ath'' rather than the actual translation of 
"fat." llere, because of the width of the stage and the flight of 
steps, Claudius admonished Gertrude to not drink but could d<l 
nothing to prevent it. 
The third bout was the longest and the most complex. 
Hamlet was moi-e aggressive than in the first two bouts working 
hi& way from stage right to stage left as he forceJ. Laertes to -,tage 
left. They then circled b:ld, to the audience by moving stage 
right. The gracefol movement of both fencers and the footwork 
tnadc this the most obviously choreographed sequence. The fight 
continued on equal terms until Hamlet suddenly drew bad(;, 
again uanJ.ing erect but with the feet apart in contrast to the ele-
vated slance of the first two bouts where the fret were togc'ther. 
The action stopped. Hamlet placed his sword under his left arm 
with his face showing amazement at having been wounded by 
I ,aertes supposedly bated weapon. Since .l?rench epees were used, 
the whole body was valid target. Laerte~, with his unbated 
weapon, wounded Hamlet 011 the wrist which would be the clos-
est part of the target to Laertes. 
What followed is referred to as the Sequence of the Gauntlet. 
Renowned for her mastery of gesture a.11d pantomime, the 
sequence showed how even a 11on-Fn:nch speaking audience 
could follow the dramatic meaning in the scene. Dming the 
sequence, Hamlet looked at T ,aertes six times revealing what w::is 
passing through his mind: once before removing the glove, again 
while removing the glove and four times after it was removed. 
Examining the film frame by frame one can sec the intricacy 
of Bernhardt's pantomime that macle l·famlet's suspiciions so 
evident. The first glance occured as Hamlet lowered his head 
while transferring his sword under his left arm and shifting his 
weight to his left foot. Once the swOl'd was in place, he raised 
his head and di.en looked down as his right :irm swung down ro 
his right side. While bending l1is right arm at the elbow and 
moving it to his left hand which was at waist heig-ht, he raised 
his head and looked at Laertes then down at his right hand as he 
placed it in the lcfr. The right hand wa.s pulled out of the glove 
and moved to t:hc right as he again glanced at Laertcs. The right 
hand then moved back to center taking the glove from tl1e left 
hand and after a sweeping move to the right, the glove was rap-
idly pitched across the body to offstage left. The right hand was 
brought straight up, palm dowu at waist height where Hamlet 
looked at his wound and again gbncnl al Lacrtcs. The right 
hand was then brought to shoulder height and close to the eyes 
and dropped quiddy, Hamlet looked towards Laertes and 
immediately looked at his hand again which was at waist height 
but not in front of the body. The hand was brought up near the 
face and was <1uicldy moved about cight inches from the side of 
his body. Again looking at Laertes, he moved to take his sword, 
again looking at the wounded hand as he drew his sword from 
under his left arm. With the point of the sword at his left foot 
anJ. his head down, he raised the point of the sword tu his eyes 
anc[ looked at the point nnd then again at Lacrtes. He then came 
en garde to fight his now reluctant opponent. The segnence 
occured so quickly and so naturally that the audience was 
unaware of this intricate p:'lntomime. 
Scl1V1.ob and MoranJ. indicate in their translation anJ. pro-
duction notes that a disarm i;hould be ad1ieYed through a corps a 
corps. What actually happened in production was th.at after rec-
ognizing the treachery, Hamlet pressed Laertes in the next action 
and brought his upraised sword down in seconde on Laenes 
weapon .. After striking Laertes' sword out of his hand., a long, 
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intense, hostile pause followed accompanied by a riveting glance at 
Lacrtes. With Laertes 'sword on the floor, Hamlet, with a constant 
gaze approached Lacrtes and offered Laertes his own sword. 
Laertes hesitated. With a quick and forceful urging of his sword-
The effect of the venom on Hamlet was shown b}' 
Bernhardt from the moment Hamlet was wounded. Even 
though Hamlet's death was compressed in the film, it showed 
how subtly Bernhardt revealed the effects of the poison, 
arm as well as the nod of his head 
accompanied with grim politeness, 
Bernhardt's Hamlet forced the 
reluctant Laertes to take the sword. 
Then, with a quick movement of 
his right hand, Hamlet signaled the 
page on stage left to bring him 
Laertes' sword which was lying on 
the floor. The page placed the 
sword in Hamlet's hand. Hamlet 
gave a quick glance at the unabated 
point and resumed the duel. 
With blades crossed. Hamlet 
began the assault and became 
increasingly aggressive, closed the 
distance and the two fencers were in 
corp a coips, the stratc'.gy the two 
translators had recommended for 
the disarm. With their bodies 
touching and their hands in half 
supination, Hamlet withdrew just 
enough to wield his weapon and 
wounded Laertes 011 the lower lines 
of the trunk. Laertes' swordarm was 
still raised from the position of the 
corp-a-corps when he received the 
fataJ hit. 
Horatio asked Hamlet "How is 
it, my lord?" in a normal voice while 
Osr.ic posed the almost identical 
question in a whisper to Laertes, 
"How is't, Laertes?" The translators' 
production notes indicate that this 
subtle difference between Horatio's 
forthright concern and Osric's whis-
perd delivery emphasized Osric's 
complicity in the plot to kill 
Hamlet. It was Osric who presented 
the weapons to the two fencers. It 
was Osric who answered in the affir-
mative as to the equal length of the 
weapons. It was Osric who carefully 
officiated at the match. 
In the film, after Laertcs is 
wounded, he disappeared placing 
the focus on Hamlet. In the acrual 
production, Gertmde and the king 
died before Hamlet's death. 
Gertrude's death was desct·ihed as 
Some crili~ • · , sa~ ~pi}larlde~ i .. ?~~e:c~ .~er!W;if4t'~ ... 
l'fo):teim~ ~\:,el;J.I;) "lt\d,Jht foncit)(1( ··... ' . ··,. '• .· ··,• 
1m!Utb.,iir 1oi'l~iis6 .. $alylhi's:l8':{~ ~(l4J,t1 ~rpefo.;tron' 
. 9{ ftqnt,{ttj,. ;r~thiit C9lh;ir Spt,4.gq~ Ji~.cr~\:1,,d .. the. ;eJi"'.'l 
· maedc:i-:aiom(lUt~; fNm c1.i.t f(indJ)g i~en~r · ·: : .. , · ,. 
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.. J~h~4, it hls .f:lng<irs, as .ff he l~!ld.{oll.+td'bJ09d 
· · .. op. tryem, 1)161~ lJe pre.9$~d ~l,s it~c;:k onL.~~.rte$~. 
. : "di5,a.rmeQ. 1li!tl in sec,().ndet ru:14 a<iti:mt hls.Jqot . 
[ • · · \ UJ~f)i1>thi'po!§oJffd ,v-eaponi: ,offfitedchlt,ftdVe1,,; ,; 
1, sa.J.ywith 'iil,<lW ~w his gw\Jfciit..,, _ .-•·. J · 
.• M'irkc'd djfr~~nc~s ~itcd bcwe~n the$C tw,Q t<,;J;lC-:i 
t ingmatches, S;ilvJ.iiJ\weµ~.onw~ thlifqllfowhkh9rtly; 
the tr,ux1.k v1.ms the'Vfl.Ud ttrtse.t. Ht: w~s woundt:i:l in his 1 
· side ant! the irn~• of the hand W:.\$ t<.1 as.c;:ertain the;>, bfoocl. 
from the wound in his skk No rncntion wali ..1:r1wle of' 
the 'removal of the glo.ve., While· Salvin'l's n;i;LJltlpk1, 
g.lan,ees were memion. ed i.n orhei: reports pf his per- . 
formance, t;b.ey were not specifk. The exchange .. (;If the 
· weapons wa.s accq.mplished by Salvlnl bardng Lae,i·tes; 
· from his swoi,:J by pladns, his foot on it. . _ . : 
In the first part of the scene, the 
wounded Hamlet, with his back to 
the audience, showed the poison's 
effect by the position of the head and 
the halting manner in which he 
stepped backwards. The cloak also 
rdlected this through spasmodic and 
semi-circular movements. The inten-
sity of Hamlet's pain was reflected in· 
the movement of the cloaJ< which 
moved towards Hamlet's left as he 
began to step diagonally backwards 
with his right foot. The cloak then 
swung from the left to the center of 
his back as he raised both his sword 
and his dagger. He then lowered his 
arms and walked in a backward sc'mi-
circle toward, stage left until he was 
almost facing the audience and 
dropped his sword. His right arm 
was raised in a semi-circle above his 
head. The arm fell to his side and was 
then raised to his forehead and then 
lowered to his heart. As the hand 
moved away from his heart, Horatio 
supported the reeling I Iamlet and 
took his hand to his heart while sup-
porting him. Another courtier from 
stage left came to support Hamlet's 
left side and a third covered his feet 
with his cloak as the two men at his 
sides lowered his shoulders down to 
the ground. The cloak was then 
draped over his body and he was car-
ried slowly on the shot1lders of four 
courtiers fron, stage left to their exit 
on stage right. 
Bernhardt was innovative in 
having Hamlet die standing, This 
tradition was used by Guthrie 
McC!intic in John Gielgud's Hamlet 
and while he received credit for hav-
ing invented the standing death in 
actuality it had been used some thir-
ty-seven years prior to Gielgud's per-
formance by Bernhardt. 
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-r'H, SAMUtA 1' ~ 15ccvt~tl,~~ 
by Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr. 
fl~war_rior ot'.ght t~ re~d ancient reco.rds _regular'.y in ord~r to steel himself," 
advices Taira Sh1gelusuke (1639-1730) tn Bushido Shoshmshit, a seventeenth-
century guidebook for young Samurai. lf one reads the ancient records, 'faira 
argues, one will be constantly rern inde<l not only of the great deeds of pa...t warriors, but 
also one will recognize liov1 many people clied in c:ach and evtcry battle, and better pre-
pare for one's own death. 
While such preparations may not be necessary for the practitioner of stage combat, 
familiarity with the ancient records may still prove useful. Productions involving 
Japanese swordplay are on the increase in the proicssional and academic theatres of the 
United States, and it is not unusual to be :1skcd to choreograph or act in a production:, 
involving Smnimii, whether it is a Kabuki Macbrth, or a pby set in Tokugawa Japan, 
such as Silence or The Golden Cottnt1y. One might even simply take a class in the use of 
katana at a Society of American Fight Directors (SAfD) regional workshop. 1 At some 
poim in a person's combat career, he b likely to find a samurai ~word in hi~ hand. 
Dar greater in number than the English or the Spanish, the Jap:mcse marl ial class 
represents perhaps one of the largest organized warrior classes in historv. In 1597, for 
example, eight percent of the total population of Japan was in the warrior class, as 
opposed to England, where the martial class was six-tenths of one percent of the total 
population.1 The unification of]apan, however, aL the beginning of the severneenth cen-
tu1y hy Tolrngawa Ieyasu made the warrior class obsolete. One in twel1·tc people was a 
warrior in a land that no longer had wars. 
Ieyasu's solution to the danger of so many warriors was to turn them into bureau-
crats and administrators while still requidng them to maintain military training and a 
warrior uadidon. As such, a rich body of literature about how to train and fight and die 
like a Samumi exists to aid the choreographer and actor who wants w accurately create 
Samurai' combat on stage. As in Europe during this period, some of these texts were 
secret, lmown only to members of a particular school of frncing. Other texts were 
known to all and highly recommended reading for all Samurai. 
Ma11y who ~tudy stage swordplay are familiar with the great western works on fenc-
ing, and Tht Fight /\fas/erfreqttcntly carrits articles about otl1er European fencing texts. 
Here, however, is a list of accessible books translated in English written by Samurai for 
Samurai on the art of fighting. Sorne contain ted111ical information on how to fight, 
others are primarily philosophical or psychological in nature, offering ideas on how to 
approach combat, Som.: aLo luve everyday, praCLical adYice on a varietr of 1optes from 
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how to sharpen one's s,vords to the correct 
way to hlow onL,'s nose to the hest war to 
impress one's commander. All of these will 
give insights into the how, why, and what 
of Samurai conduct and combat to aid the 
chortcographer in creating historically 
accurate stage comhat. 
1HE BOOKOPFTVR RINGS 
BY MIYAMOTO MUSASHI 
Miyatnoto Musashi (1584-1645) is best 
known in Lhis cow1try through the novel 
hy Eiji Yoshilmrn and the Sam//,rai films of 
T nagakL starring 'foshiro Mifune as 
Musashi. Historically, he was a ronin (mas-
terless Samurai) who dedicated himself to 
Lhe perfection of swordsmanship. He 
fought over sixty duels between the ages of 
thirteen and twenryr-nine and wa~ unde-
feated. At thirty years of age he retired 
from a.ctive dneling and became a teacher 
of Lhe two swUJd school of fighting. Two 
sword refers to the fact that a Smnu1i1iwears 
two swords at all times (the katanf1, a long 
sword, and the wakazashi, a short sword), 
but traditionally only uses the katana in 
batue. Musashi used boLh !tatcma and 
wak,tzc1.,-hi when fighting, allowing him to 
fight in a radically different stvle from tra-
ditional Samurai dueling. Although he 
stopped using a real sword, he continueJ 
Lo mortally wound hi, opponents with a 
woodet1 sword. In l61l3, at die end of his 
life he wrote Gorin no sho, The Book of Five 
Rings, a collection of his teachings. 
The book consists of five scrolls: The: 
Eanh Scroll, concerning the science of mar-
ti.Li arts; tl1e WaL.:r Scroll, about attaining a 
fluid mind; the Dire Scroll, concerning bat-
tle, the Wind Scroll, consideration of other 
schools of swordsmanship, and the Scroll of 
Emptiness, a Zen-like treatise on the nature 
of confrontation. Musashi is primarily con-
cerned with the sword, hat he also addrcsse, 
how one might use a spear, halberd and bow. 
The book is nothing short of a Lcxtbook on 
"the Plirchology and physics of lethal 
assanlt," as Thomas Clean, notes in the 
inu-oduction of his translation of the work.J 
Musashi covers how to grip a sword 
properly, the importance of luiowing the 
advantages and disadvantages of particular 
Yl'eapons, the rhythm of comhac, formal 
techniques, advice on facing many oppo-
nents, and many other topics. His advice 
i~ detailed and practical; for example, on 
threatening a.n opponent: "You can threat-
en bv means of vour body, you can threat-
en by means of your sword, and you can 
threaten by means of your voice,"4 As a 
veteran swordsman, !vlus~hi understands 
the reality figlning and training, distin-
guishing, for example, between "striking" 
(which he defines as, "consciously and 
deliberately strike the blow you intend to 
,trikt.i') and "hitting'' (which "means 
something like running into someone"), 
and advocating in favor of the former.5 
The Book of Five Rings was very pop-
ular in the 1980s, when in both Japan and 
Amdica it became a guide for busines:; 
practices, as ultimately Mush~hi wriws of how to confront and beat an oppon-:nt. As a 
result of it, popularity, many translations exist. Thotnao Clcary's translation i11cludes a 
copv of Thf' Book of'Frtrni!y Traditions on the Art of War hy Yagy Munenori, martial arts 
instructor to the Tokugawa family in the seventeenth century, which offers another 
secret text from anothe1· sword school. Regardless of which translation one uses, 
Mushashi's book is hailed as one of the great books of combat from Japan and b well 
worth the read. 
HAGAKUREBYYAMAMOTO TSUNET0M0 
ln May of 1700, Nabeshima Mitsushige die<l. His retainer, Yamatnoto 'lsm1etomo, was 
forbidden from committing riLual suicide in order to follow his lord inco death as had 
heen comnion practice until recently. The Shog1tn had issued an edict forbidding the 
practice as too many good Samurai were being lost to it. Thus, Tsunetomo retired from 
active life, shaved his head, and became a Buddhist monk instead. Around 1716, he was 
called upon to sha1·e his wisdom and experience with the younger Samurai of his clan 
and he wrote the Hagcikure, which means "Hidden Leaves," rnggesting the secretive 
nature of tl1e book 
The great truth from which Tsunetomo begins his instl'uctio11 is, "The way of the 
samurai is found in death." What follows is a disorganized, meandering essay containing 
stories, maxims, and commentaries on how to live one's lite as a Samurai. Time and again, 
the author n.:turns lo his main point: the Samurai must be ready to die at. any moment. Tt 
is only by hcing cotnplcte.ly disconnected from life a11d ready to die or kill for one's lord 
at any moment that the Sarnttrai can live an effective life. By not being afraid of death, by 
willingly embracing it, then one lives without fear and with the ability to do anything. 
Famed author Mishima Yukio wrote an entire book on the importance and influence 
of the I lagahuic on his own life: The Sr.imurai Et/Jic and 1'vfot!ern ]ciprtil. Ytilcio's purpose is 
to remind moclern Japanese of their Stmurai hedtage and encourage thetn to be "men of 
action." He quotes at length from the Hagalrnre, offering such advice as "Make up your 
mind within the space of seven breaths," and ·'Know the limits of your abilities."6 It is this 
book which is quoted from exten~ively in the film Ghost Dog: The Way oj'the Sarnunti. 
Tsunetomo's hook is a guide to Samund ethics that also contains practical advice 
for living and fighting as a true Sam11rai. This book is the first one to reac1 in order to 
understand the· Samurai mindset, and is highly recommended. 
HONCHO GUNKIKO BY ARAl Hi\.KUSEKI CHlKUG0 NO KA1'H 
Arai Hakmeki (1657-1725) was the prh-y counselo1· of the Shogun, a writer and histo-
rian, a lcct11rer in Chinese classics at the court of'fokugawa Tyenobu, and author of the 
Honcho g1mki!?o, a twelve volume history of arms and armor in Japan, the first of its kind 
to be written in that country. The twelve-volumes are split into two h1.tndred and nine-
ty-five chapters, including thirty-five on swords and sixLy-five on armor. Written 
between 1709 and 1722, Hakuseki's hool, is both gtcncral histo1y about Japanest; 
weapons and armor as well as narrative of specific weapons: Certain swords are traced 
throughout their histories from their makds forges through famous battles to current 
owners. Later authors complain that Hakuseki did too good a job documenting histor-
ical arrnor; because of his book particular sLyles of armor kept being made despiLC the 
fact th,1t they were of no practical protection ag,iinst mnskcts.7 
'li,yo volumes of the Honrho gunkik(I have heen translated into English, both with 
lavish illustrations of weapons and armor. The first book, Yoroi, translated as The 
Armour Book in Honcho gunkiko, is a history of body armor worn by the Samurai and 
givt:S an exc.:ellent idea of armor in context, The eighth book, 'Jhe Swo1d Book, demon-
strates types or swords, how they were made and tested, the h.istory of specific swords, 
and also cont;iins chronicles of famous battles and how swords were used in them. 
Halmseki, it should be noted, was tal(en to the theatre (in this case the Noh) at the 
age of seven and recited the entire play from memory following the performance.8 As 
with many court S,tmurai of his age, he was a gentleman of many talents with an appre-
ciation of the arts, literature, and military history. JTis hooks serve as a useful guide to 
the weapons and armor of the Tokugawa Samurai and are written from the point of 
view, not of a practitioner writing for other practitioners, as Musa.shi's or Tsnnetomo's, 
but of a scholar and historian writing for a general audience. They g~ve a dHiercnt, albeit 
equally useful, perspective. 
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BUSHIDO SHOSlllNSU 
BY TAIRA SHTGISUKE 
J\s tran~!ator Thomas Cleary observes in 
l1is introduction to the text: 
To compensate psychologically 
for the urbanization and bureau-
cratization of the warrior class, 
mania! arts were developed into 
highly theatrical, phi.losophirnlly 
elaborate 6-ystetns of mental and 
moral training.9 
Sarnurai combat i~ both highly J1e-
atric:1l . :rnd highly philosophical in 
nawre; the former being one reason for 
the popularity of Samurai-style produc-
tions of Shakespeare. As noted above, the 
opportunities for fighting were greatly 
decreased arter rhe end of the civil war in 
}tpan, so the martial training systems 
were just as much about moral, philo-
sophical, and personal development as 
they were abouc learning combat tcch-
11 i ques. Taira Shigcsuke (1639-1730), a 
Confucian scholar and military str:ne-
gist, wrote the Bushido shoshinshu (liter-
ally, The Way ofthe Warrior for Beginners) 
for die young Samurui of his cLrn, He 
divides l1is advice into "ordinary princi-
ples" (how to conduct one's self in every-
day life) and "emergency principles" 
(combat practices). 
Shigesuke covers education, familial 
duty, friendship, the cart and rnainte-
nance of military equipment (including 
how to clean a white kimono), how to 
behave militarily, and a final chapter on 
"culLur:d refinement." As wiLh the 
Hagctkitre, Shige~ukc's work demon-
strates that the principles which guide a 
Samurai in combat extent to all areas of 
his life. 
Shigesuke's hook also demonstrates 
many principks that would seem uni-
1"ersal, or, at: tl1e very least, ,vhich Fast 
and West have in common. For exam-
ple, in the chapter on military behavior 
he states, "!'rouble arises from below."to 
He goes on to explain that wh..:n two 
militarv wiiM meet on the t:oad, it is 
the underlings who first enco11nter each 
other and start trouble. If two lords 
must duel over a matter of honor, it is 
oftl:n bc:caL1se a lower fight has worked 
its way 11p to the higher ranks. 
Compare this with Shakespeare's Romeo 
and Jutiet, in which Lord Capulet calls 
for his longsword because his scrv.ants 
are fighting with thmc of the house of 
Montague. 'lhe ~r~y of the Warrior for 
Beginners offers ohject lessons in 
human behavior which transcend cul-
ture, while still dealing specifically with 
Tokugwa Japan. 
Also recommended as a t·eference 
work is Ratti and We,tbrook's Secrets of 
the Sannm1i: The 1'1artia! Arts of Feudal 
]aprtn, :in illustrated guide to the prac-
tices, arms and armor of the Samurcti 
that will also prove useful to choreogra-
. phers and performers alike. 
The: S11m11rai capture the imagina-
tion of audiences and actors alike. 
Witness the popularity of the films of 
Kurosawa, Kabuki or Samurai produc-
tions of Shakespeare's plays and films 
sucl1 as Ghost Dog. Before atl cm pting to 
stage a Samurai fight, it would be wise 
to read the books that Samurtii read to 
prepare for battle. 
The Spanish royal decree of 1609 in 
which the king of Spain ordered Spanish 
conquistadors in the Philippines to "not 
risk the reputation of our arms and 
state'' by fighting die Japanese, whom he 
feared were unbeaLablc:, 11 He was proved 
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right in 1620 when an oumumbereJ. 
group of ronin dcJeatcd a Spanish con-
tingent in Siam. Historically, the 
Samurai were a force to be reckoned 
with, as any choreographer who has 
worked with l::r1ta11a can attest. 
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THE MARTIAL ARTS OF 
RENAISSANCE EUROPE 
by Sydney Anglo 
Review by Ken Mondschcin 
Reprinted with permission from tbe Association of 
Historical Fencing website (www.ahji.org) 
r. .Sydney Anglo's long-
awaited book, The Mctrtial 
Arts of Renaissance Rurope, is 
unquestionably a labor of low, a 
well put together work of remark-
::ihle erudition. The command that 
the author, a research professor at 
the University of Wales, shows of 
his source material i~ encyclopedic. 
'While certainly owing debts to pre-
vious write-rs, Anglo also attempts 
something- quite unique: To examine the 
actual teaching and practice of arms as an 
artifact of culture. While Anglo does noL 
do a perfect joh of this, his work does 
bring much exciting material to light. More 
importantly, it gives the study of historical swords-
manship some much-needed academic cachet, 
introducing the a.rt historian to the licern.ture of 
fencing, and the historian of ideas to the geometri-
cal conceptions offencini:i; put forth by such diverse 
personages as Agrippa, Carranza and Thibault. 
Anglo also introdua;s the reader to some new 
names whose wod'5 h.tve been previousl1 ncglened. 
The significance of 1he impact these masters may have 
had (in part, dt1e to poor distribution) mav have been 
minimal, but their works are nonetheless fascinat-
ing. The Spanish master Pietro Monte, acquain-
tance of Castiglione and da Yinci, is already known 
to Anglo's readers through his monograph "The 
Man \Vho Taught Leonardo Darts" (Antiquities 
Journal LVJV, 1989). However others, such as the 
Italian J:lrederico Shisliero, published in Parma. in 
1 587, .1re ne·w. Excerpts, rather than paraphrases, 
from the worh of these men would have been wel-
come, both for the sake of nuance of language, and 
because some of Ghisliero's illustrations and Anglo's 
LreaLme.nt of hi~ text provide titillating suggestions as 
lo the origins of the e,1ueslrian art of dressage, a con-
nection that the author may not he aware of 
Proceeding from a broad discussion of the place 
of masters of arms and the teaching of arms in 
Medieval and Rcnabsance wciety (a topic also 
touched on by \'v'i~c), Anglo proceeds to a chapter on 
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the "nom.tion and illustration of movement in combat m:cmw.ls." 
His answer to the problems posed therein seems to be much influ-
enced by the methodological approaches of dance history-that 
each position illustrated in a manual captures a moment in time. 
Though Anglo's view of fencing m,muals and their relation to 
dance mannals ls indeed a welcome and astute insight, being as 
both genres deal with social graces of different sorts, it is smprising 
that a scholar of his erudition did not further discuss art-historical 
Lopics a., they relan:: to the subject at hand. What of the Mannerist 
concept of cleg,u1ee,the eo1itrttjJposto that is present in both the 
Michaelangelo's Sfotine Syhils and the twining combatants of 
Fabris? What of the Renaissance idea of real space and ideal space 
that are exhibited both in 1. hibault's elaborate engravings and 
Bellini's Madonnas? What is the relatiouship between the Medieval 
i'v1erno1J Palace ,md its allegoricJ m netnonics :md the \\'olves, drag-
ons, and elephants ofde-'Liheri and Va.di? .Such mention might have 
further enriched tlus chapter. Happily, though, Anglo has left his 
subject virgin ground for future writers and scholars. 
What Anglo neglects is that fencing ls nOL merely kinetic an. 
Such concepts as timing, second intcntitin, and other such subtleties 
1re hard to understand, or to recognize in texts, without practical 
experience. As the auLhor paraphrases Pietro Monte, "lessons will 
be more readily gi-asped if thel'e is a master to show how they should 
be done.,, A thorough knowledge of incangiblcs such as these is the 
mai11 pitfall when a.ttcmpring to comprehend books or fencing. 
Even the pirtograph~ of VB, the earliest known manuscript that 
can be considered a work on fencing, are not so occLUt to 
cognoscenti. This is why a lmowledge of traditio11 is also important, 
:,;o that Lhe pieces of the pualc have some framework to fall into. 
(Unfortt1nately, Anglo also seems to bt unfamiliar with Dr. 
William Gaugler's History of Fencing, which is not listed in his 
bibliography, and which might have been useful in ,tttempting to 
grasp these intangibles). 
Additionally, chou.gh Anglo is critical of Egerton Castle', 
Victorian-era superi.ority in Schools 1md A1aslers of Fence, which 
saw all fence as leading up to the perfection of contemporary (i.e. 
nineteenth-century) foil play; Anglo himself occasionally lapses 
into modern editorial when he discovers a construction he <loes 
not undcrst;mJ. This is most notable when, like many writers, he 
seems to have heen bewildered by the Spanish school of rapier 
fencing. Indeed, even his bibliographical information on 
Carmnza-giving 1582 instead of 1569 as his date of publication 
for De la Philosophia de las Armas is in error. Even a cursory 
glance at Lt Vr:1dat!era Des1rezr1 will reveal a raLiona.listic srstcm of 
fence, intimatelv tied, ;1s with the rest oFthe masters consic1erecl., to 
the humanistic pedagogical, intellectual and aesthetic concerns 
of its time and place. Anglo says, "The Spanish masters ... were 
anxiou, to work out a symbolic notation rather than one which 
relied ... on a realistic representation of fencers. Ami die key to 
this quest was their obsession with the interrelationship het1veen 
mathematics and word play," 
Indeed, this is so, but not because swordsmen were expected 
to ience "by t.he number:,," but rather because geometry an<l 
mathematics were believed to den:lop the facilities of judgment 
I 
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and enable the practitioner to ,icldress the problem at hand ration-
ally-intangible qualities of no small use in fencing. but which can 
not be understood without first-hand knowledge, Static figures 
do nothing to convey this sense. (Not mentioned is the connec-
tion between gcomc:rry and conceptions of Plawnic fonm, which 
would h:lve been implicitly understood by Cammza's audience,) 
The Spanish masters differed from their predecessors in that they 
tried to elucidate a rnetu-approach to fencing. Whether the sys-
tems works or not is immaterial; what it means is. 1o his credit, 
d1ough, Anglo docs produce one of the best dibcourse~ 011 
Thihauft's Academic de l'e.1>ee in recent years, and explores d1c 
humanistic idea of fencing along the Vitruvhn plan quite well. 
(lronically enough, 'fhibault was derided by Narvaez as confusing 
,tt distance and kill him here-and-chm is quite different from the 
earlier weapons discussed, such as the longswoi-d-this attitude 
is also contrary to some of the best thinking on the subject. 
Christoph Amberger has pointed out in his Secret History of the 
Sword a deii.nile difference between combat in war and personal 
combat fought uuder a set of rules, ,md between mass combat 
and the predatory, cold-blooded dispatching of an 8dvers.:iry. ff 
absolute dominion was the only requirement for success in all sce-
narios, then why the often-repeated admonitions on grace and 
btylc in countless manuals of fence? Indeed, why fight a duel at all? 
Nor does i\nglo convincingly show that the teaching of "all-
in" fighting was all-pervasive throughout the period in question. 
The inclusion of unarmed techniques in a manual of fenc.e in the 
the issue with complexity, and 
Narvaez is in turn criticiz~<l on the 
s:imc geounds by Anglo.) 
The next chapters in Martial 
Arts of Renaissance l:!,'urope are rather 
straightforward, dealing with the 
"Myths and realities of foot combat 
,vith swords;" "Vocabulary and tax-
onomy of sword fighting;" Staff 
weapons;" Hare hands, daggers, and 
knives," 'Arms and armour; 
Mot1nted combat (bmh with the 
.bnce and other weapo11s);" and 
"Duels, brawls and battles." In all, a fi 
wealth of information and analysis is 
expertly introduced and dealt with. 
\'Z?hcn Anglo deals with the intdlec-
tnal history of the sword, .he cmnot 
The MARTIAL 
sixteenth century does· not mean 
that this material was not being 
taught alongside the use of the 
sword a centu1Y later, but it does 
not implv it either. Just: as societv 
changed greatly from the fifteenth 
century to the seventeenth, and just 
as customs 1aricd from country to 
country, so. too, did customs 
regarding personal combat. Most 
importantly, one sees in this period 
the evolution of the civilian 
sidearm. This is especi,llly true in 
that the rapier was to a battlefield 
weapon, and its use must be exam-
ined. as a sepa1·ate subject entirely. 
ARTS of Rentiissance 
be disputed. It is when he offers 
technical analysis that errors and 
errata creep into the discourse. 
Europe 
Por instance, in "Myth, and 
realities of foot comhat with 
sword," one encounters a passage on 
cut verst1s thrust, in which the 
wthor y_uotes Castle's wdl-kuown 
dictum: "The 1hrt1st helongs to ,t 
SYDNEY ANGLO 
Because Anglo J.eals mainly 
wirll written evidence, his arf,"1.ll1lems 
and conclusions are almost whollv 
derived from his examination of 
fighting manuals and anecdotal 
account~. Hi, mastery of this tnatc-
rhl is inefutable. Tt is when he 
attempts to svnthesi1,e this material 
into a coherent whole that he 
reveals a critical lack of understand-
more advanced state of the art." Castle is then used as :i straw 
man to expound upon the deadly efficacy of medic>Val swords-
manship, which included both cut and thrust. While this may be 
a useful rhetorical technique with which tu enlighten the rea<le1; 
what is smprising is that A11glo then launches upon a vague flight 
of fantasy, pitting the mpier against the katana and the 
longsword, without even mentioning the technical virtues of 
each. One can only wonder what scholarly works are informing 
this Hight of fancy. That relevant fact and necessary analysis mix 
so with s11ch material is one major Raw of this work. 
Likewise, in his final chapter on "dueh, brawls and battles," 
a brief consideration of hopology 1night have served Anglo in 
good stead. I ,ikening rapier fence to commando-style "all-in 
figlni.ng," he st:ues, "Renai~sance Jueb and armed affrays were 
a11alogous to war; and to jt1dgc form the homicidal pages of the 
masters and the bloodstained record of personal combat~, prisoners 
were rarely taken." This statement would seem to be a concise 
statement of the leitmotif of the book, and it is disappointing, 
for it is far 100 simpli,lic. Regar<lless of the fact that the true 
intention of the skillful use of the rapier is to keep the aclver.1:uy 
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ing of purpo:;es and lack of knowl-
edge of timc-ho11ored traditions. Tn thi.s .Anglo show.1 him.self to 
he, in his own way, just as biased as his predecessor Castle. The 
idea of martial ans in the modern conception is a recent one, and 
a poor lens through whid;i. to filter the world of five hundred 
years ago. Martial arts miy mean fighting arts toJay, but to 
attempt to :1pplv the term to tl1e entire breath and scope of activ-
ity dealing with mMs and personal combat on foot and on horse-
back in armor and in shirtsleeves, in war and in peace that exist-
ed a halt~millennium ago is little better than a gimmick. 
Although somcwh:tt fhwL·d, The Mrrrtia/ Aris of Renaissdncc 
F'urope is still a significant woi-k and welcome addition to the 
English literature on the subject. It should be required reading 
for all seriou8 students of the history of swordsmanship. 
The Mm·itttf Aris of Re11,iissttncc Et1i'Op1 
by Svdney Anglo 
ISBN: 0-300-08352-1 
384 pp./ Yale University Press, 2000/$45 
Suppliers & Services 
Inclusion in this listmg 1s provided as a paid service and does not represent endorRement by the SAFD 
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio 
1211 .Brentwood Coutt 
Dou~l-a.svillc, GA 30135 
. (770) 949-5097 
\V'eapons rental, instruction, choreograph), adjudication, workshops 
www.stag;ecomhat.com 
Tlte Armoury/American Fencers Supply 
Jl 80 Foliiom Street 
San Francisco, CA 9110:1 
(415) 863-7911 
Catalog available 
www.am.fcnce.com 
Arms and Armor 
1101 Stin_son IIJvdNE 
Minneapolis, MN 55413 
(612) 331-6473 
Cu~tom weapons, catalog available 
www.a;:mor,cotn 
EDGES2 
6805 Plll'man Parkway 
Riverdale, MD 20737 
(301) 306-0 l91i 
www. train.ingblades,conl 
Fiocchi Sword Cutlery 
305 East Stat<: Street 
Arhens, OH 15701 
(740) 593-4263 
Custom weapons 
Mark Haney 
6000 J Street, Sacra1nento, CA 95819-6069 
('.ll6) l78-6287 (9 J 6) .328-3738 (Pager) 
Handmade broacl,words 
Litncligltt Editions 
118 East 30th Street 
NewYork, NY 10016 
(212) 532-5525 
Publisher: Swashbudling hy Richfln!J, Lane 
No Quarter Arms 
Dennis Graves, Sw01-dc11tle1· 
255 South 4 ht Street 
Boulder, CO 80303 
(303) 494-4685 
Sales and rental. Ca1alog 
Purpleheart Armoury 
6307 Lipps Lane 
Homton TX 770,H 
(713) 9.83-8124 
Hardwood Eastern and Western weapons, Steel maillc 
www.woodenswords.com 
Rogue Steel 
Neil Massey 
3738 Illa.nchan Ave 
Brookfield, IL 60513 
(708) 485-2089 
neil@roguestecl.com 
Stal'fire Swords, Ltd. 
7 4 Railroad Avenue 
Spencer, NY l 4883 
(607) 589-7244 
Broadswords, daggers, polcarn1s, etc. Online. cttalog 
www.starfir@Swords.co111 
Sword and Anvil, Inc, 
Steve V.mghan 
3.400 Broadway 
Al"1>andcr, NY 14005 
(716) 591-3673 
Custom broadkwordii 
Triplette Competition Arms 
10 l East Main Street 
Elkin, NC 28621 
(336) 8}5-7774 
Catalog available 
www.triplctte.com 
Virginia Co1nmonwealth Unive,rsity 
School of the Atts 
Department of Theatre 
922 Pad, Avenue 
POBox 84252<1 
Richmond, VA 23284-2524 
(804) 828-1511 
www, vui.c,!u/nrLwe b/Thcati-c 
Vulcan's Fo1·gc 
Lewis Shaw, l'roprietor 
330 West 2.:)i-d Street 
Baltimore, MD 21211 
(410) 231-6519 
l,onnicSC(,l)aol.com 
Weapons of Choice 
Napa, CA 92083 
(707) 226-2815 
Replica swords & gnns, c_ombat and dress 
Sales & rentals, catalog available 
Western Stage Props 
3945 W. Reno Ave, Suite F 
Las Vegas, NV 89118 
(800) 858-5568 (702) 873-1100 
Blank & nibber guns, brealc aways, whips, etc, 
Catalog available 
vvww.WestemSrn.geProps.com 
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Put to the Test 
Results of the SAFD's Proficiency Skills Tests 
Date 
Instructor 
Person Tested 
Location 
Adjudicator 
Weapons Proficiency 
RD Rapier & Diigger 
QS Quarterstaff 
UA Unarmlld 
SS Small sword 
!35 Broadsword S&S Sw<:>rd /,it Shield 
SiS Si11glc Sword l<N Knifo 
Renewal 
i;AE 
Renewiil of Actor/Combatiint status 
Examiner's Award fof Ex~ellence 
MAY 2001 
May 16 
Stephen Gray 
Lewi:. Wilkins 
Marl< Harrliman 
Tyler Metzer 
Jay Kim 
Luke Sevcik 
Matt Stewart 
Mike Tumilty 
Jim Bobby 
Jeremy Ha1·dt 
Laurel l<irk 
AUGUST 2001 
August26 
Michael Chin 
Nicole Godino 
Al Foote 111 
Elgin Community College 
David Woolley 
UAQS 
R&D UAQS 
UA 
R&D UA QS 
R&D UA QS 
R&D UA QS 
R&D UAQS 
R&D UA QS 
R&D UA QS 
R&D UA QS 
Fights4/New York University 
Brian Bymes 
KN 
l<N-EAE 
SEPTEMBER 2001 
Sept 30 Philadelphia St119e Combat Wkshp 
Regina Cerimele-Mechley, Chuck Coyl 
Andrew Hayes, John Mc Farl,md 
Kevin Wetmore Jr. R&DQS 
.R&D QS 
R&DQS 
Jim Jcmen 
Brandon Smiley 
NOVEMBER 2001 
November 10 
Angela Bonacasa 
Jessica Hester 
Jennie Ealy 
John Tovar 
Mara Wolverton 
Anne Folcleak 
Wm. Michael Gray 
Leland Burbank 
Jill Matarelli 
November 11 
Angela Bonacas11 
Tom Dacey Ccrr 
Drew Vidal 
Gregory Larson 
Brenda l<elly 
Actor's Gymnasium 
Chuck Coy! 
QS 
QS 
QS"EAE 
QS 
QS 
QS 
QS 
QS 
Renewal 
Chuck Coyl 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
November 17 Nat'I Conserv. of Dramatic Arts 
Michael Johnson Chuck Coyl 
Joe Manc.uso l<N 
Adam Dowell KN 
Deborah Carr l<N 
Kirsten Trump R&D UA 
KenYatta Rogers R&D LJA 
November 18 
Ricki Ravitts 
Andrew Smereck 
Chrislopher Boldon 
Tony Javcci 
New York City 
). Allen Suddeth 
ss 
ss 
ss 
Jeffrey Nauman 
Denise Hurd 
Dan O'Drlscoll 
November 18 
Joseph Travers 
Deni,e Hurd 
Peter H usovsky 
Kate Schafer 
Andrew Smerecl< 
November 27 
J. David Brimmer 
Tara Canny 
Julie Schubert 
Lisabeth Jorgensen 
Rick Faugno 
Rob Signom 
Tim Peper 
Douglas Castillo 
Michael Yahn 
l(ath ryn Ekbbd 
Rachel Chavkln 
Mick Lauer 
Bobby Knox 
Allegra Libonati 
DECEMBER 2001 
ss 
SS-EAE 
SS-EAE 
Swordplay Stage Combat 
).Allen Suddeth 
SiS 
SiS 
l<N-EAE 
KN-EAE 
New York University 
J.Allen Suddeth 
BS 
BS 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
BS 
BS 
U1\ 
UA 
BS. 
BS 
UA 
December 5 Marymount College London Centre 
Richard Ryan Brian Byrnes 
Erin Hood SiS 
Tara Seisener SIS 
Thomas Hamilton SiS 
Janine Reyes Sis 
GrecJ Bibens SiS 
Nicholas. Kauffman SiS 
Julielte Reiss SiS 
led Hancock-Brainerd SiS 
Jonathan Templeton Sis 
David Ruffin SiS 
Sally Burgess SiS 
Brynn O'Mallcy Sis 
Lori Cohan SiS 
Shelby Lee SiS 
Maryssa Wanlass SiS 
Amber Largent SiS 
Maia Newell-Larye Sis 
· Anna Egloff SiS 
December 5 
Bret Yount 
Kate Wieger; 
William Pinchin 
Ithaca College 
Brian Byrnes 
UA 
UA 
December 10 University of Michigan 
Erik Fredricksen Drew Fracher 
Katie Banks UA QS 
Julie Strassel UA QS 
Audra Ewing R&D UA QS 
Dan Granke UA QS 
Josh Lefkowitz UA QS 
Allyson Grossman R&D UA QS 
Ethan KocJan R&D-EAE UA-EAE BS-EAE QS-EAE 
Christina Reynolds R&D-EAE UA-EAE QS-EAE 
David jones R&D UA QS 
Jason Sm1th R&D UA 
Jonathan Rosen R&D UA 
Tehura Henning R&D UA QS 
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December 13 Virginia Commonwealth Univ. 
Aaron Anderson David Leong 
Austin Corbet UA-EAE 
j.D. Deluca UA 
Jennifer Krisch UA 
Bryant Pugh UA-EAE 
Nicole Russo UA 
Tiffany Wagner UA 
Danny Wikowsky UA 
Andy Grigg UA 
December 13 
Edward Sharon 
Rod Brady 
Benjnmin Sands 
Robyn Levine 
Jennifer Robinson 
Geoffrey O'Donnell 
Mehera Blum 
Joseph Bibercier 
Karla Trigueros 
Samantha Br,1dlcy 
Leo Goodman 
Noah Starr 
Michael Cohen 
Lauren Hatcher 
Paul Corlez 
Baron Vaughn 
Lisa Grossman 
Christopher Morris 
Lara Jay 
Boston University 
J. Allen Suddeth 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
Courtney Rodland 
Shean-Michael Hodge-Bowles 
Brandon Murphy 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
!ohnath,111 Green 
Corina Altier 
R&D 
R&D 
December 1S Univ. of Colorado at Boulder 
c;eoffrey Kent 
Lindsey Blackhurs:" 
Rick Compton 
Sarah Jane Johnsun 
John Jurcheck 
Brian Murray 
Michael Skillern 
Jorda11 Young 
December 19 
Mike Mahaffey 
Angela Johnson 
Ryan Spickard 
!(ate Bortner 
Scot McIntosh 
Anna-Marie Broback 
Cryslal Smith 
Kevin Inouye 
JANUARY 2002 
Dale Girard 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
Seattle, Washington 
David Boushey 
BS l<N 
BS l<N 
BS 
BS KN 
BS KN 
BS KN 
KN 
January 17 Columbia College-Chicago 
David Woolley Richard Raether 
Megan Carr R&D UA BS 
Renee Panchal R&D UA BS 
Dario Ruis R&D SS lJA BS 
Aaron Manby R&D SS UA BS 
Jesse Weinberg UA BS 
Paul Phillips UA BS 
Alzan Pelesic R&D SS BS 
Bradley Norris S&S KN 
L 
Matt Cowie 
jamie Luemen 
Jacoi.J Snodgrass 
Alexander Martin 
David Yondorl 
Glenese Hand 
Jessica Mccloud 
Justine Turner 
Nici< Lewis 
FEBRUARY 2002 
February1 
Nicole Callender, 
John Paul Scheidler 
Marisa Byer 
Robert Zuniga 
Phil Morris 
Marc Silberschatz 
Vanessa Barnhar 
Jctson Eddy 
Dap Dunbar 
S&S l<N 
S&S l<N 
S&S l<N 
S&S KN 
S&S-EAE l<N-EAE 
S&S l<N 
S&S-EAE l<N-EAE 
S&S l<N 
S&S KN 
American Musical & 
Dramatic Academy 
Drew Fracher 
UA 
R&D U/\ 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
February 2 The Winter Wonderland Wkshp 
Angela Bonacasa, Chuck Coyl 
Nell Massey David Woolley 
David Schmidt R&D UA 
Peter Talbot R&D UA 
Cliff Lawson R&D U1\ 
David Blixt R&D UA 
February 17 
Mike Mahaffey 
Ryan Spickard 
Lacy Altwine 
MARCH 2002 
March 3 
Chuck Coy!, 
Angela Bonacasa 
\Nm. Michael Grny 
Ryan Liwrcnce 
John Tov,:ir 
Gregory Larson 
Justin Marchet't 
Victor Mazzeo 
Brenda Kelly 
Mara Wolverton 
!essica Hester 
Anne Foldeak 
Glenn Proud 
Jennie Ealy 
David Kepley 
March 3 
joseph Travers 
Sarah Bisman 
Nathan Decoux 
Laurie Jeffers 
Mero11 Lct11gsner 
Chant Macleod 
Karen Macleod 
Mary Molloy 
Dan O'Driscoll 
Sunny Paige 
Karen Schaefer 
Mark James Schryver 
Andrew Smet"eck 
Peggy Wolfe 
March 3 
Ricki. Ravitts 
Robert Dyckman 
Tony Javed 
Robin Flil11agan 
Dan O'Driscoll 
Cat Schaefer 
Campbell Bridges· 
March 5 
Brian Byrnes 
Leraldo 1\nzaldua 
Renewal 
David Boushey 
SS BS QS S&S 
SS BS QS S&S 
Actor's Gymnasium 
Dale Girard 
R&D LIA BS l<N 
R&D UA l<N 
BS 
BS 
R&D UA l<N 
R&D UA KN 
BS 
R&D 
BS 
R&D BS 
BS 
BS 
BS 
Swordplily Stage Combat 
J. Allen Suddeth 
UAQS 
UA 
UA 
QS 
QS 
QS 
UA 
UA QS-EAE 
UAQS 
UA QS 
UAQS 
QS-EAE 
QS 
New Yori< City 
J. Allen Suddeth 
KN 
KN 
KN 
l<N 
KN 
KN 
Video Renewal 
Drew Fracher 
SS S&S 
March 7 The Chicago Stage Comb11t Academy 
Angela Bonacasa David Woolley 
Lauren PcscJ l<N 
Anne Foldeak SiS 
Amy Harmon l<N 
Joel Sutliff l<N 
Jeff Lisse l<N 
Brian LeTrau11il< SiS l<N 
Gregory Larson QS 
Tom Dacey Carr QS KN 
March 12 North Carolina School of the Arts 
Dale Girard 
Tim Eulich 
Cedric Hayman 
Brian Sutherln 
Allison Nichols 
Jen11ifer Etzkin 
l<enny Cahall 
Rachel Shane 
· Maggie Marlin 
Henry Vick 
Megan Papier 
Chris Hartl 
Chuck Coy! 
UA-EAE KN-EAE 
UA-EAE KN-EAE 
UA-EAE KN-EAE 
R&D LJA-EAE l<N-EAE 
R&D UA l<N 
UA l<N 
UA l<N 
R&D-EAE UA l<N 
R&D-EAE UA l<N 
LIA KN 
UA KN 
With a vicious chokehold, Jason Zwnwall (behincl) 
subdues Greg Ramsey in the 1996 Human Chess 
Maleh at lhe Pennsylvania Renaissance Faire. Fights /Jy 
Greg Ramsey, photo by Bob Bunch. 
Jeff Cusi1nano 
Jeremy Beazlie 
Lindsey Harrison 
Kristina Bell 
Rathad Anthony 
Jennifer Ferrin 
Ryan Hill 
Lucas Hall 
Alcorn Minor 
Ruth Eglsaer 
Rebecca Jones 
Jerry Miceli 
Jen11ifer Lyon 
UA l<N 
UA KN 
UA l<N 
UA l<N 
UA l<N 
UA KN 
UA KN 
UA l<N 
UA l<N 
UA KN 
UA KN 
UA l<N 
UA l<N 
March 14 Theatre School at DePaul University 
Nicholas Sandys Chucl< Coy! 
Christopher Harris R&D UA l<N 
Brim1 Swibel R&,D UA l<N 
Brian Troyan R&:D UA KN 
Scolt Jay R&D UA l<N 
Ron Ha111<s 
Ja1neela Aghili 
Christine Bunuan 
Ryan O'Donnell 
Linda Obasi 
Adrienne Coleman 
Janine Mercancletti 
R&D UA l<N 
R&D UA l<N 
R&D UA KN 
Ui\ 
UA 
R& D U/\-E/\E KN 
R&D UA-EAE l<N 
March 30 The Stage Combat Workshop 
Angela Bonacasa, Mike at Louisiana Tech 
Mc1haffey1 Donald Preston, Chuck Coyl 
Jahn McFarland 
Nicole Godi110 
Marcus Lane 
David Hoover 
Al roote Ill 
Ashley Wright 
Andrew Su1herlund 
Chris Foster 
John Chambers 
APRIL 2002 
April 7 
Angela Bonacasa 
Gregory Larson 
Brenda Kelly 
Mara Wolverton 
Chris Julun 
Jessica Hester 
Bill 13enlon 
James Ballard 
Jill Matarelli 
Betsy Garg,1110 
John Tovar 
David Kepley 
April 7 
Neil Massey 
Brian LeTraunik 
Wm. tvlichael Gray 
MAY 2002 
May 3 
Chuck Coyl 
Joey Vita 
Mike Wiley 
Paul Lopez 
Adam Meredith 
Holly S[yter 
l<elly Dobbin 
Mitchell Tyo 
Nancy Moricettc, 
Melissa Grasmick 
Nicma Wilson 
Emily Beatty 
Justin Komito 
Mmissa Tantillo 
Audrey Billings 
Renata Johns 
Aaron Bendele 
Lina Kernan 
Nick Gresku 
Tony Yalda 
Lindsey Monroe 
Lisa Brenneman 
Scott Duquette 
Bryan Pray 
Elsa Pere;, 
M,ngarct Dunn 
Tahni Delong 
Adam Mack 
Kate Bergeron 
Cara Gilday 
Calancl1·a Hackney 
Kristen Williams 
Carol Karaguez 
Mildred "Squeaky" Moore 
l<elly Gerard 
Deborah Avila 
Matthew Kiely 
Elizabeth Tanner 
BS S&S 
BS S&S 
R&D UA 
R&D LJA 
R&D UA 
R&D UA 
R&D UA-EAE 
R&D UA-EAE 
Actor's Gymn<1sium 
Brian Byrnes 
Sis 
SiS QS 
SiS BS 
SiS 
SIS 
SiS 
SIS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
SiS 
Chicago, IL 
Brian Byrnes 
S&S 
S&S 
Roosevelt University 
David Boushey 
R&D LIA KN 
R&D l<N 
R&D U/\ KN 
R&D l<N 
R&D l<N 
R&D l<N 
R&D l<N 
R&D l<N 
R&D l<N 
KN 
UA 
UA 
LIA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UJ\ 
UA 
UA 
UA-EAE 
UA-EAE 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
UA 
LIA 
UA 
UA 
Ui\ 
UA 
UJ\ 
UA 
UA 
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DIRECTORY 
GREGORY IJOFPMAN RICKI G. Rt\VITTS STEPHEN CRAY GREG RAMSEY 4189 N. Wilson Avenue 2350 Broadwy' #924 701 N. Leavitt St. 210 Riders Wy Fresno, CA 937M New York, N 10024 Chica~o, IL 60612-1309 Leba11011, PA 7042 H: (415) 606-3835 (212) 87/4 7408 (773) 18-7972 H: (7172 272-7265 Cell: t209) 601-7729 SAFD !Iodine (800) 659-6579 SGray@elgi11.cc.il.uc W: (717 665-702 l ext. 139 
gehof man@worldnet.atr.net rravitts@carlsonpartners.com 
MARK "Rat" GUINN 
Sabre@ csupcrnet.net 
MICHAEL ~OHNSON RICHARD RYAN 2008 West California Avenue TINA ROBINSON 
142B 12th , trect SE 10 Cranbook Park Ruston, LA 71270 Hirsev<?i 26 2700 
THE SOCIETY OF REGIONAL COLLEGE OF DAVID WOOLLEY Washir~ton, DC 20003 Wood Green, London H: (318) 255-6823 Br-nsh j 331 'i West Snnt~side 1128 H: (20 543-2571 N22 5N"\ United Kingdom W: (3181 257-46CJ3 Denmark AMERICAN FIGHT REPRESENTATIVES FIGHT MAS'fERS Chica1o, JL 60 25 Fax: (202) 513-8393 +44 (~ 20 8881 1536 Cell: (318( 791-9672 ~45) 32967874 DIRECTORS H: (7 3) 267-8513 foundart@hot111ail.com richar @s1agd1ght.co111 mguhrn@atcch.edu 1ght@mail.danbhs.dk NEW ENGLAND Fi13bt Master Emeritus W: (312) 344-6123 www.stagefight.com rat@elvis.com IAN ROSE SAFD RICIIARD HEDDERMAN J. . MARTINEZ ~111en@interaccess.con1; JEFF AR JONES 
1350 East Flamingo Rd #25 P.O. Box 378 Maple SP.ring Farm dwoolley@poP,mail.colum.edu 2917 Isabella Drive NICHOLAS SANDYS ANDREW HAYES 218 Carpenter Street 
York Harbor, ME 03911 '.1786 Collien1ow11 Road www.thc~worilsmen.com Raleigh, NC '.'.760'.l 2114 We.,t 1forse Avenue Indiana \1(/es~an University Philadelphia. PA 19147 LasVcgas,NV 89119 
Lcxinfwn, VA 24450 (919) 835-35?7 Chicaj°, IL 60645 4201 South a,hington (646) 3-±5-4300 SAFD Hotline (800) 6'i9-6579 (207) 363°0595 
FIGHT DIRECTORS rosei@arcadi~.ed11 www.safd.org rhedderman@mos.org II: (5- 0) t63 3756 JARJones@ao .corn H: (7 3) 274-0581 Marion, TN 16953 W: (540) 463-8005 Voice: (773) 398-3034 H: (765) 677-2728 JOHN PAllL SCHEIDLER 
GOVERNING BODY EAST CENTRAL Fax: (5-10) -163-8041 GEOHREYALM kJENNY JONES Npullin@wpo.ir.luc.cdu W: (76'i) 677-2'."94 720 West 181st Street #53 
DAN O'DRISCOLL martinezjd@wlu.edu 6418 NE 184th Street Bard Alley Studio Al1ayes@indwcs.edu NewYork, NY 10033 Kenmore, WA 98028 2924 Hoadl)' Court ROBERT "'fink" 1'UF'l'EE H: (212) 928-5328 President 350 West 51st Street, Apt.#3A J .R. BEARDSLEY H: (425) 483-1351 Cincinnati, OH 45211 353 Second Street, #3L MICHAEL). HOOD Service: (212) 462-9116 CHUCKCOYL New York, NY 10019 P.O. Box 2173 gbaldtiPjuno.com jonekj@ucmail.11c.edu Brook19t' NY 11215 Dean, College or Fine Arts jpdoe(0earthlink,nct 
6321 N. Lakewood (212) 315-3956 Reno, NV 89505 (718) 88-4957 PMB 403 
Chicago, IL 60660 Dan3505 l@aol.com H/fox: (775) 322-9619 JOHN BELLOMO COLLEEN KELLY Service: (212) 869-3050 7720-512 Main Street LEWIS SHAW 1217 Porter Street Alabama Shakespeare Festival rtuftee@ix.netcom.com Fogelsville, PA 18051 Vulcan's Fo1ie (773) 764-3825 SOUTHEAST wv.,w.showcreators.com Phibde~hia, PA 19148 1 Festival Dri,e H: (724) 463-9192 330 West 2- rd S1reet chuckcoyl@prodigy.net JOHN CASHMAN intljr@aol.com (215) 3 4-1814 Montgomery, AL 36117 STEVEN VAUGHAN W: (724) 357-9192 Balti1nore, MD 21211 
Vice President 10353 Alameda Alma Road DAVID BOUSH.EY Paff' (888) 979-6937 H: (3' 4) 395-C991 3400 Broad"y mhood@Jgro1c.iup.edu f,410) 321-6519 
r:Iermont. FL 34711 Be omoland@~ptintmail.com W: (334) 271-5311 Alexander, N 14005 onnicSC@aol.com BRIAN BYRNES H: (352) 394-.8522 '.'723 Sat:itoga L,ne colleenkelly@,11indspring.co1n (716) 591-3673 SPENCER HUMM School ofTheatre Everett, WA 98203 J. DAVID BRIMMER svaughan@ezner.net 5765-F Burke Centre Pkwv. #125 EDWARD "Ted" SHARON W: (407) 560-1083 (125) 290"9973 ,;34 7th Street, #3 GEOFFREY KENT Burke, VA 22015 . 84R Walnut Street Universitv of Houston cashman@gdi.net 
Houston: TX 77204-5071 BUSHMAN 4@prodigy.net Brooklvn, NY 11215 3047 West 47th Avenue Apt 512 JACK YOUNG (703) 626-8572 PeaboJY.i .MA 01960-5631 H: (71B) 788-5381 Denver, CO 80211 1041 Barnside Dr, spenccr@hackandslash.com (617) 323-1506 H: (713) 528-3413 GREAT LAKES BRIAN BYRNES W: (917) 928-3028 (303~ 877-2670 Allentown, PA 18103 tlshm·on@hotmail.com W: (713) 743-2915 JIM STARK School ofTheau-c jJav1dGr1m111er@aol.com geof ent@attbi.com (610) 336-4805 DR.'MICHAEL KIRKLAND BByrncs@UH.edu 176 Clemmons University of I Iouston jackyoung59@hotmail.com 8315 CoLJnt1xside Ln. HARRIS SMITH Hanover, IN 47243 Houston, TX 77204-5071 PAYSON BURT RICHARD LANE Fogelsville, I' 180 51 7301 Candlecrcc Lane #91 
Secretary (812) 866-9344 H: (713) 528-3413 Los Ai½eles Fight Academl 'l'he Academy of the Sword CERTIFIED TEACHERS H: (610) 285-0210 
Lincoh1, NE 68506 
ANGELA BONACASA stark@hm10ver.edu W: (713) 743-2915 4335 an Nuy, Blvd. PM #195 587 Lisbon Street W: )610) 683-4571 (402) /i89 6977 
6321 N. Lakewood t1Byrnes@UH.edu Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 San Prancisco, CA 94112 mhi l3326@aol.com (H) hsmith2@unl.edu 
Chicago, lL 60660 SOUTHWEST H: (818) 997-3356 (415) 957-3622 AARON ANDERSON kirldand@kutztown.ecl,, (W) PAUL STEGER CHUCKCOYL Cell: (818) 694-5550 ricl@pacbell.net 1813 Nortonia Road H: (77 3) 764-382'> PAUT. STEGER P H 3un@aol.com Richmon,!, V/\ 23229 MICHELLE LADD 1614 East Boyd Cell: (773) 485-3098 1614 East Boyd 6321 N. Lakewood www.4lafa.org BRUCE T.ECURE (804) 683-3483 12016 Temperance Street Norman, OK 73071-2616 gooclhouse@hotmail.com Norman, OK 73071-2616 C:hic.1~0, TL 60660 :!830 SW 222 Terrace ,1danJerson@vcu.edLJ Humsville, :AL 35803 H: ~405) 292-3578 H: (405) 292-3578 (773) 64-3825 DAN CARTER Miami, J:ll. 33190 H: (8181 838-1424 W: 405) 325-5302 
Treasurer W: (405) .325-5302 chuckcoyl@prodig)·.net 603 East ll'vin Avenue l I: (305) 234-7897 ANGELA BONACASA PaJt : ~888) 614-2700 bucyl999@aol.com 
ANDREW HAYES btLcyl999@aol.com DREW FRACHER State College, PA 16801-6606 W: (305) 284-4474 6321 N, Lakewood H llim add@aol.com TIMOTHY TAIT 
Indiana Wesleyan University 61 Bon Jan Lane H: ~814) 8 7 1803 l\Lecure@aol.com Chic~o, IL 60660 31-24 47th Street #2F MID-AMERICA and W: 814 865-7586 II: (7 3) 764-3825 BILL LENGFF.IDRR 4201 South Washington H~hland llciglus, KY 41076 c!hc4@email.PS U,edu Astoria, NY 11103 ROCKY MOUNTAIN ROBERT MACDOUGALL Cell: ~73) 485-3098 87 24 Charin;?: Cross Lane (917) 202-6735 Marion, IN 46953 (Te11:f:_01·ai until filled) (8 9) 441-9433 P.O. Box 23078 Good ouse@hotmail.com Dallas, TX 5238 bottled,pidcr@hotmail.com H: (765) 677-2728 PAY.ON URT vern 10 t.h@worklnet.att.net JAMIE CHEATHAM Seattle, WA 98102 (214t 340.6306 W: (765) 677-2794 Los Ay\leles Fight Acade11 230 Wesl 79Lh Street Apartment lA (206) 522-2201 JAMES NEEDHAM BROWN Ieng eld@mail.smu.edu JOSEPH TRAVERS Al1ayes@indwes.edu ERIK J:iREURlCKSEN New York, NY 10024 Clanrdn1acd@aol.com 4529 Shawhan Road 413 West 56th Street Apt 7 4335 an Nuys Blvd. PM #195 1425 Textile Road (212) 580-5579 Chattanooga, TN 37411 TODDLOWETH New York, NY 10019 
Fight Mastet· Representative Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 Ann Arbor, MI 48108 sword111an@nyc.rr.com SCOT MANN (401) 668-5621 11030 Aqua Vista Street, Agt. #10 (212) 726-2400 
DREW HI.A.CHER H: (818) 997-3356 H: (3l 3rl44-01 l6 MICHAEL CHIN Atlmita Stage Combat Studio JNBrown 12 l 53@aol.com Studio C'ity, CA 91602-3190 swordplay98@hortnail.com 
61 Bon Jan Lane 
Cell: (818) 694-5550 W: (:313 747-2296 
260 W. 22nd St.reet, Apt. 3 1211 Brentwood Coul't (818) 760-4712 PH llun@aol.com Hannis@UMTCH.edLJ Douflasville, GA 301.35 NICOLF CALLENDER tloweth@dbalax.mm BRADWAJ.T.ER Highland Heights, KY 41076 WV1w.4lafa.org Nev. York, N1 10011 (770 949-5097 857 Montgomery Street 5616 Kirkham Court (859) 441-943:', DALE ANTHONY GIRARD (212) 807-1004 scotmann@staiecombat.co1n Jersey Ct, NT 07306 MIKE MAHAFFEY ft:rin~field, V~ 22151 
vern lOth@worldn.et.att,net NORTHWEST 969 LaP!ata Drive fac ,212) so~ -9557 www.stagecom at.com (201) 43 -9067 3710 26tl1 Place West #207 . (7 3~ 323-, 233 
CHRISDUYAL Kernersville, NC 27284 NscwGoss@aol.com calendort@ea rrhli n k.ncr Seattle, \V/A 08199 W: (703 861-3307 
!<'~ht Director Rep1·ese11tative Acting Companv {336) 993-3255 Cl:-IARLES CONWELL JOHN McFARLAND (206) 378-0398 GlobeFG@aol.com S OTMANN Oreg,in 5'1,ali:c11{eare Festival T': (316) 093-5955 1252 Yellow .Sprinf Road 1146 South Ridrl:ind Avenue JOHN CASHMAN Mike_M a haffey@hotmail.com ROBERT WALSH 1211 Brentwood Court P.O. Box 158 H: JlightsGuy@aol.com Chcscer s1gri11~s, r 19425 Oak Park, IL 6 304 10353 Alameda Alma Road 60 'lolman Street (708) 660-0636 Clermont, FL 3/4711 NEIL l\1ASSEY Douflasville, GA 30135 Ashland. Oregon 97520 W: dgirard@'NCARTS.edu H: (610) 27-1707 jmacland@aol.com H: (352) 394-8522 3738 Blanchan Avenue West Newton, MA 02165-1020 (770 949-5097 H: (541) 482-1980 W: (215) 717-6454 W: (407) 560-1083 Brookfield, TL 60513 H: tl f 244-9656 
scotmann@stagecombat.com W: (541) 482-2111 DAVID LEONG Cl1arlesConwell@aol.com W: 61 ) 494-3078 106 North StrawGcrry Street DR. ROBIN McFARQUHAR cashman@gdi.net (708) 485-2089 chrisduval@earrhlink.net PAUL DENNIIARDT 810 North Colar,# 1 Parry l@juno.com Fax: (617) 244-2487 Richmond, VA 23220 GINA CF.RIMELE-MECHLEY WalshLowry@msn.com. Certified Teacher Repl'esentative H: (804) 254-207 l 942 E. 550 Road Urbana, IT. 61801 GEOFFREY KENT PACIFIC WESTERN W: (804) 828-1514 Stanford, IL 61774 H: ?17~ 337-0099 2353 Park Avenue A:r· 4 DOUGLAS MUMAW ROBERT WESTLEY 3047 West 47th Avenue RICHARD LANE (309) 392-2300 W: 217 333-1659 Cincinnati, OH 45 06 600 D Univ Blvd Snite 125 
The •\cadc~~ oft he Sword Service: (212) 382-3535 rmcfarqu@lui,1,:.edu (513) 200-5866 Harriso1il,rg' VA 22801 612 Inverrary Lane Unit 11512 5 87 Lisbon , trect Jslew1gl&saturn.vcu.edu chelprd0\10l.com Swordlady@sprintmail.com (888) 930- ,672 Deerfield, IL 60015 Denve1·, CO 80211 San :Cranci~co, CA 94112 prclennh@ilstu.edu TIM D. PTNNO\X' drmumaw@c11doram.iil.com (205) 310-2235 (303) 877-2670 (415) 957-3622 RICHAJ.UJ RAETHER DEXTER FIDLER Theatre Department BRUCE CROMER dpwestley@yahoo.com fieofflcnt(alattl,i,com 
ricl@pacbdl.uct 183-i Camh Avenue 1620 Onega Street New Mexico State Univcrsitv 101 King Snwt ivIARK OLSEN D.C.WIUGHT 1ghtdirector@attbi.com Rockford, L 61103 San Francisco, CA 94122 las Cruces, NM 88003 ' Yellow 5!,rinRs, OH 45387 457 E Fairmount Ave 1799 Cenu-e St.reet #7 
FOREIGN (8151 96'.) 65-r9 (415) 56t-6010 H: (505) 647-.1 667 (937) 7 . -8, 10 State Colle~c, PA 16801 West Roxbu½' ivL\ 02132 Actor Combatant/ RICHARD RYAN rraether@go.com Fidhaucr@yahoo.com W: (505) 6-16-4517 bruce.cromcr@wright.ed11 (814) 867 119 ~617) 469-9 35 Friend Representative 10 Cranbook Park TPinnow@NMSlJ,ed,1 meo2@psu.edu chedu97@aol.com J. ALLEN SUDDETH BRENT GIBBS TIZA GARLAND ALFOOTF. lll Wood Green, London 131 Linden Avcm1e 738 E. Mabel RON PIRF.TTI 1972 Fo,1r Oal<S DONALD PRFSTON BRETYOUNT 179 E. 78th Street Apt 4B N22 5NA United Kingdom Clenridg°, NJ 07028 Tucson, AZ 85719-9402 15 Leroy Street, #12 Commerce, MI 48382 1637 SelbJ: Avenue 116 Boundary Road New Yo1-k, NY 10021-0462 +44W)20888l 1536 (973) 718-5697 H: (520) 622-2143 New York, NY 1001/i H: (248) 360-9506 St. Paul. MN 5510/i London E13 9QG UK (212) 717-8117 richard@sragcfight.com fl,\X: (973) 748-5697 W: (52~ 621 9402 (212) 675-4688 Cell: (407) 256 9215 (65 lfi645-2093 (020) 8552 0775 
nyfeman@hotmail.com www.sragefight.com NYFG'I DIReJ 'R@aol.com BrcntG U.Arizona.edu rip15@yahoo.co111 TizaG l@aol.co111 they 1glit@y.ihoo.com swordsma11@compuserve.com 
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Society of American Fight Directors 
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT 
The Society of American Fight Directors (SA.FD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, aid .improving the quality 
of stage combat. We arc committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film and television industries. The 
SAf:D offers educational opponunilies actoss 1.he country al universities, privately and at the annual National Stage 
Combat 'vl'orkshop expre:;:;Jy to disseminate t.hb information. In addition, th1.: SAJlD te~Ls individuals in three categori1.:s: 
Actor/Combatant • 1eacher • Fight Director 
However, one need not take a11y sort of test to become a member of S.AFD. Anyone interested in the an of fight chore-
ography and stage fighting can join. SAFD members receive a 10% discount on SA.FD workshops; lhe Fight Master, a 
journal published twice yearly; and 'J'he Cutting Edge, a newsleuer published six times yearly with news updates on SAf,D 
,1ctivitics, policies and membLTS. 
To apply for membership in the SAfD ml out the form below an<l send to 
The Society ofAm1.:ric.m Eght Director, 
1350 East Flamingo Ro;i<l #25 
Las Vegas, NV 89119 
Dues are $35 annually. (1'or members outside the U.S., annual dues an; $,i0) 
Your enclo~cd check of $35 will cover duc:s for the current year. 
Please make checks payable lO ::iodety of American Fight Directors 
r---------------------------------------------, 
Membership Application 
Society of American Fight Directors 
Please Print 
Name ________________ _ lfyou have p@ed the S.ilFD Projici1111cy !:)d!ls Test, plNsefiLL out 
Address ________________ _ Date tested _______________ _ 
Instructor _______________ _ 
Phone ________________ _ Weapons ________________ _ 
Email ________________ _ i\Jjudicalot _______________ _ 
L------------------~---~----------------------~ 
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